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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
In order to localize and identify the sensory events of interest, and to weed out the irrelevant
sensory inputs in complex environments, humans continuously reorient their eyes and head,
using the information provided by their auditory and visual systems. Obviously, it’s crucial
to correctly interpret the environment; e.g. when somebody calls out your name from a
distance, or in traffic, when someone on a bike behind you rings the bell (especially in the
Netherlands!). In contrast to vision, which encodes object locations at the level of the sensory
input, the retina, the auditory system has to construct the location of a sound source on the
basis of neural processing of the acoustic inputs received by each ear. It is quite remarkable
how, within a split second, normal-hearing listeners can identify and localize an acoustic
event with astonishing accuracy. We automatically perform the sophisticated processing of
the acoustic information, leading to an accurate percept of the sound’s location.
However, this process is less obvious for hearing-impaired listeners, in particular
those with severe hearing loss. For these patients, the only way to restore hearing is through
a cochlear implant (CI). Interestingly, even after the considerable signal processing, and the
unnatural electrical stimulation pulses applied by these devices (see below), some aspects of
the rich acoustic information may be preserved, and processed by the brain to preserve some
sound-localization accuracy. In this PhD thesis, we compare the spatial hearing abilities of
normal-hearing listeners and severely hearing-impaired listeners with a CI. Through a series
of behavioral experiments, and with a model study, we aim to understand and describe the
device-related and patient-related issues that affect spatial hearing.
This general introduction addresses the functioning of the auditory system and the
conceptual basis for the studies described in this thesis.
The Auditory system
In order to perceive sounds, the human auditory system transforms the acoustic soundpressure waves into neural signals. The incoming acoustic signal first reaches the pinna of
the ear and travels through the ear canal until it reaches the eardrum (Fig. 1). At this point, the
sound induces vibrations of the eardrum, which are transmitted mechanically by the ossicular
chai (malleus, incus and stapes) to the cochlea (inner ear). The in- and outward vibratory
movements of the stapes at the oval window of the cochlea cause the cochlear fluids in the
upper and lower Scalae, and the round window membrane, to vibrate, eventually inducing
a dynamically changing intracochlear pressure difference across the basilar membrane (BM)
at the floor or the organ of Corti.
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Figure 1. Anatomical representation of the auditory system. [illustration provided by MEDEL]

The cochlea is a whorled structure in which the BM pressure difference leads to a
traveling wave along its length, which runs from base to apex in about 5 ms. This vibratory
spatial-temporal pattern is subsequently transduced into the electrical signals of the
auditory nerves through the mechanical stimulation of the inner hair cells. Thanks to the
mathematical analysis and tedious experiments of Géorg von Békésy and Josef Zwislocki,
we now know that this traveling wave reaches its peak amplitude at a frequency-specific
site on the BM. Along the cochlear extension, the basilar membrane thus functions as a
mechanical, dynamic frequency analyzer. The stiffness and width of the basilar membrane
gradually decreases along its length, such that it enhances high frequencies at the base, and
low frequencies towards the apex. The organ of Corti is located within the Scala Media, and
situated on top of the basilar membrane. It contains two types of hair cells with protruding
hair-like stereocilia connected to the rigid tectorial membrane: the inner (IHC) and the outer
(OHC) hair cells. When the basilar membrane moves upwards as a result of the travelling
wave, the hair cells and their stereocilia (hairs) are stretched and angled as a result of a
shearing movement of the tectorial membrane relative to the hair-cell bodies.
The IHCs are the primary auditory receptors which are arranged in a single row
of about 3000 cells along the BM. The OHCs on the other hand, enhance the mechanical
12

resonances of the basilar membrane (working as positive feedback ‘amplifiers’, and thus
providing extra energy to the acoustic input) and are arranged in three rows. The IHCs work
as mechanoreceptors; deflection of their stereocilia give rise to an action potential of the
approximately ten auditory fibers to which it is connected, and their action potentials are
conducted further to the different subdivisions of the Cochlear Nucleus in the auditory
brainstem.
The OHCs effectively function as nonlinear amplifiers that can sharpen the BM vibration
pattern, and tremendously enhance the frequency resolution of the system, especially at low
sound levels. The OHCs possess extremely fast motility: when their stereocilia are deflected,
they change their length through the rapid action of the prestin protein in its cell body. Due
to this mechanical action, they provide additional mechanical vibrational energy to the
surrounding cochlear fluid, leading to a local amplification and sharpening of the BM motion
pattern. However, the OHC motility is kept under control by efferent feedback from the central
nervous system, such that at low sound levels, they optimize the system’s spectral sensitivity,
while at high sound levels, they stiffen and do no longer function as feedback amplifiers.
In normal-hearing listeners, the OHCs thus impose a strong, compressive nonlinearity
in the cochlea. Their function is essential for the incredible capabilities of human audition:
a dynamic acoustic range spanning twelve orders of magnitude (between 0 and 120 dB),
a spectral resolution between 0.5 – 2.5 kHz of better than 0.5%, and a temporal resolution
of only a few microseconds. Clearly, when their function is lost, which is the condition of
sensorineural hearing loss, these hearing capacities are severely compromised.

SPATIAL HEARING
The auditory system is faced with the non-trivial task of segregating relevant target sounds
from competing distractors, and to identify and localize them. To enable this latter task, the
human auditory system exploits three implicit sound-localization cues, that arise from the
physical interaction of sound-pressure waves with the head and pinnae.
Acoustic Localization Cues
The acoustic signal interacts with the torso, head, and pinna before it enters the ear-canal.
These interactions enable the auditory system to extract the horizontal (azimuth angle) and
vertical directions (elevation angle) of the sound source (we ignore the third dimension:
source distance). Humans can use three different sound-localization cues. In the horizontal
plane, these cues consist primarily of interaural level difference (ILDs), which arises from the
acoustic head shadow, and interaural time differences (ITDs), due to path length differences
of the sounds to reach the left and right ear (Blauert, 1997; see Fig. 2A and 2B). The ILDs
dominate for high frequencies (>3000 Hz), where the head more effectively attenuates the
sound waves. This cue depends on the size of the head, the sound’s azimuth angle, and the
sound frequency. The ITDs dominate for the low frequency range (<1500 Hz): the resulting
13
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time (phase) difference between the ears change systematically as a function of head
size and azimuth angle of the sound source. Finally, localization in elevation is based on
high-frequency (>4000 Hz) monaural-spectral cues. This cue is the result of the directiondependent spectral filtering properties of torso, shoulders, head and pinnae (Fig. 2C).

Figure 2. Sound localization cues for azimuth and elevation target sounds.

COCHLEAR IMPLANTS
Growing indication
Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) occurs due to damage of the outer hair cells in the cochlea,
or to the nerve pathways, which lead from the inner ear to the brainstem (see Fig. 1). It is
generally permanent, may be progressive, and can range from mild (pure-tone audiometry1
[PTA] between 26 and 40 dBHL), moderate (PTA between 41 and 60 dBHL), to severe (PTA
between 60 and 80 dBHL) or profound (PTA exceeding 81 dBHL). In cases of severe to
profound SNHL, conventional hearing aids often fail. When the cause of the SNHL is due to
significant damage of the hair cells, while the auditory pathway is still able to transmit its
electrical signals, a cochlear implant (CI) could be implanted, to bypass the damaged hair
cells, and directly stimulate through electrical pulses the auditory nerve. In this way, hearing
may be restored. In general, a CI is indicated when patients have severe to profound SNHL
and, as consequence, poor speech perception, even with powerful hearing aids. Due to the
success of these devices, the indication criteria have recently been broadened; more and
more patients with different types of hearing loss are implanted. In many countries total
deafness is currently treated with bilateral CIs, especially in children (Vickers et al., 2016). In
some countries (e.g., Germany, Arndt et al., 2017; and Belgium, Van den Heyning etal., 2008),
patients with single-sided deafness, but still an intact ear, may receive a CI to restore bilateral
Measurement of softest sounds a person can hear by presenting tones at frequencies ranging from 250 Hz to 8 kHz.

1
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hearing. At present, about 7500 people in the Netherlands use a cochlear implant but, due to
the lack of reimbursement, less than 10% is bilaterally implanted (OPCI, 2017).
How does a CI work?
To explain the function of the CI system, its essential components are shown in Fig. 3. The
microphone detects sound-pressure variations and converts them into electrical current
variations. The electrical signal from the microphone is analyzed by an audio processor,
processed through a specific algorithm (the brand-specific encoding strategy) and transmitted
to the implanted receiver-stimulator by a transcutaneous (i.e., wireless) electromagnetic
carrier wave link. The receiver-stimulator is surgically positioned posterior to the pinna and
features an electrode array (with 12 – 22 electrode contacts), surgically inserted into the
cochlea.

Figure 3. Representation of the cochlear implant system. [illustration provided by MEDEL]
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The different signal processing steps of the audio processor are illustrated in the
block diagram of Fig 4. Two important stages can be distinguished: (i) the processing of
the incoming acoustic signal, and (ii) the transformation into electrical pulsed signals, or
encoding strategy. The encoding strategy differs between the various companies that design
and manufacture the CI (e.g., Advanced Bionics, Cochlear Ltd, MED-EL, Nurotron, Oticon).
The processing of the acoustic input (Fig. 4A) typically incorporates the following steps.
First, a high-pass filter (also called ‘pre-emphasis’) enhances the high-frequency content of
the signal (as this is the most important frequency range for speech recognition; Fig. 4B).
Next, to compensate for the reduced dynamic range of hearing compared to that of normal
hearing listeners, a broad-band automatic gain control (AGC) is applied (Fig. 4C). In the case
of CIs the electrically stimulated dynamic range is only 10-20 dB (Skinner et al., 1997; Zeng
and Galvin, 1999; Zeng et al., 2002), compared to the 100 dB in normal hearing. Essentially,
at this stage, the dynamic range of the incoming signal is compressed: the softer sounds are
amplified while stronger input signals receive less gain or none at all (this aims to mimic the
OHC function, see above). Following the AGC, the audio signal is passed through a number
of band-pass filters, the so-called ‘filterbank’ (which normally correspond to the implanted
electrodes in a tonotopic way, thus mimicking the (lost) frequency-specific activation of the
basilar membrane; Fig. 4D). Since the number of physical electrodes vary between 12 and
22 (depending on the manufacturer), the spectral resolution is vastly reduced compare to
the 3000 IHCs of a normal cochlea (see above). From the output of each filter (also referred
to as ‘channel’), the envelope is extracted (Fig. 4E). Each channel-specific acoustic envelope
is subsequently used to modulate an electric pulse train, which is delivered at a fixed rate,
but with varying amplitude, and mapped into the electric dynamic range of the CI user,
and mapped onto the corresponding intra-cochlear electrodes (Fig. 4F). To decrease the
interaction between electrodes in the cochlea, Wilson et al. (1993) designed a protocol called
continues interleaved sampling (CIS), which sequentially intersperses the channel pulses,
and avoids simultaneous stimulation of channels. Because the pulse train typically has a
fixed frequency or pulse-‘rate’ (typically 500 to 2000 pulses per second; Wouters et al., 2015),
this coding strategy only transmits the slow-varying envelope information per channel, while
erasing the temporal fine-structure of the acoustic input, which would be needed for ITD
processing (see above). As described in Chapter 4 of this thesis, some new CI implementations
strive to preserve temporal fine-structure by having the pulse rate not fixed, but tuned to the
zero-crossings of the envelope in the low-frequency, most apical, channels. In this way, some
temporal fine-structure encoding may be achieved.
As previously described, binaural hearing results from the neural integration of the
right- and left-ear inputs, and is based on the processing of ILDs and ITDs. In order to enable
binaural hearing in bilateral CI users, one should strive to preserve these cues. This poses a
problem for the encoding strategies of the cochlear implants. For example, independently
working systems like AGCs on each side will increase/decrease signal amplitudes individually,
which may heavily perturb, and even invert, the ILDs (Dorman et al., 2014), suggesting to the
16
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listener that the sound came from the opposite side (note this reversal in Fig. 4C). Furthermore,
the inevitable lack of fine-structure (temporal) processing in most encoding strategies (i.e.
CIS-related stimulation protocols), preclude CI users to exploit ITDs for sound localization.
In addition, because the microphones are positioned behind the ears, effectively bypassing
the pinnae, the subtle monaural-spectral pinna cues, are not available either. This problem
is made even worse by the poor spectral resolution of the CI (due to a limited number of
channels with large bandwidths).
On top of these device-related issues, other limitations could be inherent to the CI
user, for example, a degradation of the auditory neural pathways. Issues like the duration
of deafness prior to implantation, the age at implantation, the acquisition of language prior
to onset of deafness, the motivation to learn to use the implant in challenging listening
environments, and cognitive capacities, have all been noted to influence the success of the
device. These patient-related and device-related issues could potentially explain the wide
variability in speech recognition scores seen in CI users.
Scope of the Thesis
Because of the success of cochlear implantation, an increasing number of countries are willing
to support bilateral implantation in patients with bilateral severe to profound sensorineural
hearing loss (Vickers et al., 2016). Today’s CI technology and fitting procedure appears to treat
each ear independently, as if they belong to different auditory systems. This gap between
the normal hearing system and the bilateral electrically stimulated auditory system, opens
an important research field: spatial hearing with electrical stimulation. Similarly, when only
one ear is deaf (SSD), in some countries (e.g., Belgium, Germany, Argentina, Colombia) a
CI is applied in an attempt to restore binaural hearing. Owing to the large discrepancy in
perception of sounds between one normal hearing ear and a second deaf ear with a CI, the
effect of fitting a CI on spatial hearing needs to be carefully addressed.
The aim of this thesis is to assess the potential use of spatial hearing cues in listeners
with a CI. This research results from the collaboration within the Hearing & Implants research
group between the Departments of Biophysics and Otorhinolaryngology, Head & Neck
surgery. In addition, several International research partners have actively contributed to this
research: the St. Elisabeth-Hospital in Bochum (Germany), and Dr. Verónica Del Vecchio in
Buenos Aires (Argentina). Bilaterally implanted adults in Nijmegen and Bochum (Germany)
were tested in the Biophysics laboratory. Patients with bilateral and unilateral deafness and
unilateral CI were evaluated in Buenos Aires (Argentina).
Chapter 2 investigates bilateral CI users without fast AGC. It was hypothesized that
with a better representation of the veridical level differences between devices, bilateral CI
users might be able to exploit ILDs more effectively and, therefore, increase their sound
localization performance. To this purpose, sound localization was tested as well as speech
understanding in noise in experienced bilateral CI users.
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Although ILDs and ITDs might be severely distorted in patients with bilateral CIs, the
learning brain might be sufficiently plastic to use the available cues after careful bilateral
fitting, and provided these cues are consistent and veridical (Beijen et al., 2010; Hofman et
al., 2002). In systems without fast-acting AGC, and therefore reduced ILD distortion, users may
potentially increase the use of this localization cue.
In Chapter 3, we describe the binaural capabilities of bilateral CI users. We divided
them in subgroups, according to the number of active temporal fine-structure channels
(between 0 and 4). Psychometric experiments were carried out to measure their ILD- and
ITD-sensitivity. Next, free-field sound localization was tested and results of the tests were
discussed in relation to the sensitivity measurements.
Regularly, new types of CI encoding strategies are introduced on the market. One
of these includes algorithms, which incorporate temporal fine-structure processing in the
apical, low-frequency channels. In bilateral CI fitting, this new strategy potentially restores a
crude ITD representation within the auditory system, which would be evidence for binaural
integration.
To segregate and enhance knowledge of the effect of the CI signal processing
algorithms to the integrity of the sound-localization cues, we tested normal-hearing listeners
with an acoustic simulation of a CI processor (a so-called vocoder). This study involved the
use of a real-time vocoder, and is described in Chapter 4. Typically, normal CI processing
disrupts the ITDs due to their processing algorithms. Therefore, sound localization can
solely be based on ILDs, or on some other non-conventional (and so far unknown) strategy.
We measured sound-localization performance of normal-hearing listeners with the realtime vocoded CI simulations. This method allowed us to simulate different CI fittings (i.e.,
a bilateral CI, and a unilateral CI with a contralateral normal-hearing ear), and to observe
how a normal auditory brain may acutely reweight the sound-localization cues after such a
sudden manipulation.
Chapter 5 addresses the question whether and how listeners with impaired hearing
employ adaptation mechanisms to maintain good sound localization performance. To that
end, we measured different CI groups: bilateral CIs, SSD without and with a CI, and unilateral
CI patients, all with bilateral severe hearing loss. The bilateral hearing groups were also tested
with an acute monauralization, by turning off one CI. Horizontal sound localization patterns
of each group and their resultant localization error were analyzed, and compared to normalhearing listeners with binaural listening and acute monaural listening after plugging one ear.
Furthermore, to test for the presence of potential sound-localization cues in the acoustic
inputs, we trained different neural networks, driven by realistic input patterns, to localize
sounds on the basis of available monaural, binaural, or acute monaural processing of all
listening groups.
Finally, Chapter 7 provides a general discussion and Chapter 8 summarizes the main
results of the studies described in this thesis.
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SPATIAL HEARING IN BILATERAL USERS OF A COCHLEAR IMPLANT DEVICE
WITHOUT FAST AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL

Cochlear implants (CIs) are the most successful sensorineural implants developed to date.
Bilateral implantation is becoming increasingly accepted worldwide. One of the benefits
of bilateral implantation is improved sound localization accuracy in the azimuthal plane
(Bonnard et al. 2013; Grantham et al. 2007; Kerber and Seeber 2012; Laske et al. 2009; Litovsky
et al. 2006; Nopp et al. 2004; Ramsden et al. 2005; Schleich et al. 2004; Verhaert et al. 2012;
Vincent et al. 2012). However, even with bilateral input, current CI devices do not provide
access to a perception of interaural level difference (ILD) and “fine-structure” interaural time
differences comparable to that of normal hearing subjects (ITDs) (Grantham et al. 2007;
Kerber and Seeber 2012; Nopp et al. 2004; Jones et al. 2014).
Signal processing in CI systems affect localization cues in a number of ways. First,
typical CI coding strategies are based on envelope extraction, limiting access to the temporal
fine structure in the acoustic input, leaving at best weak “envelope ITDs” (Laback et al.
2004). Furthermore, psychophysical studies have shown that even when fine structure is
experimentally preserved, not all bilateral CI users seem able to perceive these ITDs (Laback
et al. 2015). Second, ILDs may be substantially distorted due to the compression of sound
intensities into the electrical dynamic range, which usually incorporates an adaptive
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) stage. Most CI systems use a fast-acting AGC stage (attack and
release times <2 s) activated at some input level, thereby flattening intensity modulations
of the acoustic signal. Fast acting AGCs also lead to distortions of binaural intensity cues
related to modulation frequencies typical for speech (Dorman et al. 2014; Spahr et al. 2007;
Van Hoesel et al. 2002). Possibly, signal processing distortions due to fast acting AGCs during
everyday use may cause bilateral CI users to ignore still available level cues and thus may
impede spatial hearing, even for sounds that are presented at sound levels at which the AGCs
are not yet activated, and even when in acute laboratory tests research processors are used
without AGC (e.g. Van Hoesel and Tyler 2003).
In this prospective study, we tested spatial hearing in four bilaterally implanted CI
users of a new CI system. As in all devices, in this CI system fine structure ITDs are absent
due to the envelope extraction strategy. However, dynamic range mapping is performed
instantaneously, without fast-acting AGC, using current mapping tables. Possibly, better
localization performance may be the result.
Adequate ILDs and ITDs help to localize sounds and to segregate the speech signal
from background noise (Bremen and Middlebrooks 2013). To the extent that ILDs were
preserved in the present device, and assuming that binaural fusion was achieved in users of
this device, we expect them to learn to improve over time with respect to localization and the
understanding of speech in spatially separated background noise.
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METHODS
CI users
Four subjects participated in this prospective study. Three of them suffered from an autosomal
dominant (adult onset) non-syndromic progressive audio-vestibular disorder (DFNA9), and
one subject suffered from Cogan’s syndrome (a non-genetic autoimmune disease, associated
with hearing loss). In all subjects, vestibular testing demonstrated complete bilateral loss of
vestibular function. They were simultaneously implanted with the Neuro Zti CI and fitted with
the Neuro One audio processor (Oticon Medical, Denmark).
Table 1 shows demographical details. Prior to implantation, subjects had been fitted
with conventional hearing aids, except S4 who suffered from bilateral sudden deafness.
Eleven normal-hearing listeners (ages 25-33; seven male) with thresholds (<20 dB of
audiometric zero, ISO 8253-1:2010) participated in the experiments. Subjects were naïve
about the purpose of the experiments.
Table 1. Demographic and general information about subjects.
Subject

Sex

Age at
implantation

Duration of
hearing loss

Duration of
hearing aid use

Etiology

S1

Female

57

18

13

DFNA9

S2

Female

59

17

15

DFNA9

S3

Male

59

17

12

DFNA9

S4

Female

30

L:0, R:3

-

Cogan’s syndrome

Figure 1 shows the unaided thresholds, pre-implantation and aided thresholds two
months post-implantation. Subjects received their fitting and speech therapy sessions as part
of their regular treatment. Before subjects were enrolled, the local Medical Ethical committee
declared no objection to the study (MET 2015-1954), and subjects were treated according to
the judgment of medical experts. Prior to testing, informed consent was obtained.

Figure 1. Unaided audiograms pre-implantation (dashed lines) and aided audiograms two months postimplantation (solid lines) for all four listeners, for the left (blue) and right (red) ears.
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Dynamic range compression
Pre-processing in CI devices is required to fit the input dynamic range (IDR) of natural acoustic
signals (e.g. a 100 dB range between threshold and maximum comfort level for normalhearing conditions) into the strongly reduced electrical dynamic range for CI users (typically
10-30 dB, but in some subjects only 2-3 dB) (Skinner et al. 1997; Zeng and Galvin 1999; Vargas
et al. 2012).
In the presently used CI processor, a wide input dynamic range from 23 to 115 dB SPL
is mapped onto the electrical dynamic range using a function with one knee-point (SegoviaMartinez et al. 2016). The knee-point can be altered to (de)emphasize soft sounds. Only for
very loud sounds (>= 95 dB SPL), AGC is activated. In the Coordinated Adaptive Processing
(CAP) strategy, changes over time of the input amplitude affect the knee-point of this mapping
function with an integration time of about two seconds.

SOUND LOCALIZATION
Apparatus
The experiments were performed in a dark, sound-attenuated room with a background noise
level of less than 20 dBA dB (SPL, A-weighted). Subjects were instructed to point a head-fixed
laser pointer toward the perceived sound direction as fast and as accurately as possible. A
total of 125 loudspeakers (Visaton SC 5.9; art. No. 8006) were positioned onto an acoustically
transparent spherical wire frame according to the double-pole azimuth-elevation coordinate
system (Knudsen and Konishi 1979). Head-movements were recorded with a magnetic
search-coil, attached to the nose bridge of a lightweight spectacle frame (for more details,
see Van Bentum et al., 2017).
Custom-written MATLAB software (version R2015a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA,
USA) controlled the TDT data acquisition and stimulus generation hardware (Tucker-Davis
Technologies, Alachua, FL, USA) for sound play-back and data recording.
Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of filtered Gaussian white noise sound bursts (duration 150 ms, 5 ms onand offsets ramps): low-pass filtered (LP, 500 Hz - 1500 Hz), high-pass filtered (HP, 3000 Hz – 20
kHz), and broadband (BB, 500 Hz to 20 kHz), presented at three intensities: 50, 60 and 70 dB
SPL (A-weighted). Sounds were presented from a strip of two-dimensional frontal locations,
spanning horizontal angles (azimuth) between -70˚ and +70˚, and vertical angles (elevation)
between -30˚ and +30˚. Sound locations, sound types and sound levels were all selected in
pseudo-random order within the same block of testing.
Experiment
The sound-localization experiment started with the presentation of a green fixation LED.
Listeners were instructed to align a head-mounted laser dot to ensure that their head and
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eyes were always in the same orientation at the start of each trial. After a button press the
sound stimulus followed and subjects were instructed to point the head-fixed laser dot as
fast and accurately as possible to the perceived sound location (for details see van Bentum
et al., 2017).
Data analysis
Data analysis was performed with custom-made scripts written in MATLAB. The mean
absolute localization errors (MAE) for azimuth (MAEα) and elevation (MAEε) were calculated
separately.
Due to the lack of a straight-forward linear target-response relationship, sound
localization performance was described by a sigmoidal function with four free parameters,
by minimizing the sum-squared deviation of the data with:
𝛼𝛼! = 90×𝑐𝑐× tanh

𝑔𝑔× (𝛼𝛼 ! − 𝑡𝑡)
+ 𝑏𝑏
90

(1)

The parameter c (dimensionless) quantifies the compression of the response range;
e.g. if c is 0.5, then the response limits are ±45 deg. The slope of the sigmoid (or gain) is
determined by g (dimensionless). Parameters t and b reflect the target and response bias (in
deg), respectively. Finally, αT and αR correspond to the target and response angles (in deg),
respectively. The overall response bias, β was quantified as β = b - t. Furthermore, the first
derivative of the sigmoid at αT-t = 0 provides the maximum localization gain of the fit, γ, which
acts as an interaction of the compression factor of the response range and the sigmoid’s
gain, according to: γ =c×g. The limits of the response range (in deg) are determined by the
horizontal asymptotes of the function and are referred to as βleft and βright for the leftward and
rightward limit. We also computed the response variability, σ, as the standard deviation of
the residuals between the raw data and the fitted line (in deg). Note that a perfect localization
response would result in γ =1, β =0 deg, and σ =0 deg. A gain substantially bigger than one
(γ >>1) suggests lateralization (i.e. localization responses into the correct hemisphere without
a further stimulus-response relation on that side); in the extreme case, the sigmoid fit would
resemble a step function, approaching pure lateralization.
Reaction times were defined as the time between stimulus onset and head movement
onset. They were transformed to their reciprocal (1 ⁄ RT), which is known as the response
promptness (in sec-1 ; Carpenter et al. 1995). In this way, promptness data are typically
distributed near-normal, from which we determined the mean.

SPEECH IN NOISE
Setup and Stimuli
Speech stimuli were delivered through an external sound card (MOTU Ultralite, Cambridge,
Massachusetts) and three active speakers (Tannoy Reveal 402, Coatbridge, Scotland).
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Sound levels were calibrated at the position of the subject’s head. The three speakers were
positioned at 1.2 m away from the subject at 0˚, +90˚ and -90˚ azimuth.
The Dutch version of the MATRIX Test (Houben et al. 2014; Kalikow et al. 1977), was
applied in a closed set format, and subjects had to select the words from a touch screen in
front of them. The International Female Fluctuating Masker (Holube et al. 2010) was used as
(nonsense) running speech, as in Veugen et al. (2015).
Experiment
Subjects were measured with target sentences always from the front (S0), and noise from the
front (N0), the right (N90) or from the left (N-90). Sentences were always presented at 65 dB(A).
Lists of 30 sentences were presented. The initial speech-to-noise ratio (SNR) was +20 dB and
the noise level was adapted according to the procedure described by Brand & Kollmeier
(2002) in order to obtain the critical SNR at which listeners repeated half of the sentences
correctly (the so-called speech reception threshold, SRT). Before data collection, two test
runs were performed in S0N0 to familiarize the subject with the procedure.
Data Analysis
The mean of the SNR from the last 10 sentences in each condition was analyzed to obtain the
SRT. The SRTs were used to calculate the strength of Spatial Release from Masking (SRM, in
dB), which is defined as:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆!!"#$ = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆!! − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆!!"#$

(1)

Statistical Analysis
For statistical analysis, separate N-way ANOVAs were performed. Mean values are reported
with their 95% confidence interval. All analyses were performed using MATLAB’s Statistics
toolbox.

RESULTS
Localization
Figure 2 shows the raw distributions of the responses (pooled across levels and frequencies)
for each subject collected at the three sessions (Fig. 2A-D, F-M) and the unilateral responses
pooled across all sessions (Fig. 2N-Q). For comparison we show the data from a representative
normal-hearing listener (Fig. 2E). In general, responses covered most of the horizontal target
range. In accordance, the MAEα was considerable, ranging from 17 to 42 deg (mean 27 ± 5
deg) in the bilateral condition, with higher values for unilateral listening, varying between 39
and 74 deg (mean 62 ± 25 deg). In the vertical plane, MAEε ranged from 17 to 45 deg (mean
27 ± 6 deg) when fitted bilaterally, and from 17 to 46 deg (mean 26 ± 22 deg) in the unilateral
condition.
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Figure 3 shows the results of the sigmoid fits (Eqn. 1) through the azimuth data for
all subjects (columns) and experimental sessions (rows). To test if responses varied with
frequency content, or absolute sound level, we analyzed differences across sessions in γ
(slope of the fit at αT=t): Fdf=2=2.08, p=0.17, c (compression of the response range): Fdf=2=0.79,
p=0.54, and β (localization bias): Fdf=2=0.65, p=0.48. Because these p values were not
significant, results were pooled across frequency and level. All panels indicate lateralization
(γ considerably higher than one, and a good fit of the flat skirts). The response gain was
significantly higher for subject 3 than for the other subjects (Fdf=3=5.58, p=0.04) with a mean of
35.9 ± 43.4. The other three subjects showed smaller gains with an overall mean of 6.6 ± 6.9.
Response gain did not show a significant difference (Fdf=2=1.18, p=0.38) across sessions. The
left-right bias (t or target bias) did not show a difference between subjects (Fdf=3=3.9, p=0.09)
or sessions (Fdf=2=1.66, p=0.28) and resulted in a mean of 0 ± 3 deg, suggesting well balanced
bilateral CIs.

Figure 2. Localization responses of subjects per session. The light-gray dots in the legends represent the target
locations in the experimental set-up and grid lines are iso-azimuth and iso-vertical planes every 15 deg. Bilateral
localization responses are indicated by grey squares (A-D, F-M). Bottom row (N-Q) shows unilateral responses
pooled across sessions (in red and blue as right and left, respectively). For comparison, panel E shows the
responses of a normal-hearing control (subject N3). The MAE is reported in the horizontal (MAEα) and vertical
(MAEε) planes with each panel. Note the much smaller MAE for the control subject, and the apparent absence of
improved localization performance over time for the patients.
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Subjects were also tested in an acute unilateral CI condition in each session (Fig. 3; in
orange and blue). The mean unilateral response location (UCIright and UCIleft) differed across
subjects, but the variation around these points was only 3 ± 1 deg across subjects. A strong
correlation was found between each local bias (βright,left) and the unilateral mean (UCIright,left): the
mean of the differences across subjects was -10 ± 16 deg (not significantly different from 0).
The MAEα was high across all subjects and did not differ significantly across subjects
(Fdf=3=2.3, p=0.19) or sessions (Fdf=2=3.31, p=0.12). An increase of the MAEα across sessions in
subject 3 correlates with the trend toward an even more outspoken lateralization behavior at
12 months (γ = 55.1).

Figure 3. Horizontal localization results (pooled across test frequencies and levels). Mean right and left
unilateral CI responses are represented in red and blue, respectively. As can be seen, responses for extreme
target locations are separated by only a limited range of intermediate responses (slope of the sigmoid, γ, or
“gain”) and coincide with responses in the unilateral conditions (red and blue) as well, suggesting lateralization
instead of true localization performance across most of the azimuth range. The normal-hearing (NH) example
shows an accurate localization performance with a clear linear response relationship (γ), almost no bias (β) and
small response variation (σ).

Promptness
The promptness results (1/RT; see Methods) of the listeners are shown in Fig 4, separated for
LP vs. pooled BB and HP sounds. For comparison, the promptness (mean plus range) of a
normal-hearing subject is shown as a dashed line in all panels.
The promptness showed a main effect of frequency (Fdf=2=3.61, p<0.05). A post-hoc
analysis revealed that LP stimuli were associated with slower responses (lower promptness)
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than HP and BB, and there was no significant difference between the results for the latter
stimuli. Therefore, BB and HP results were pooled.
Responses of each CI user in each session were significantly slower (on average 487
ms) than those from the typical normal-hearing subject (two-sided KS-test; KS=1, p<0.001).
Subject 1 showed an increased promptness in the last session, coinciding with the smallest
localization width demonstrating lateralization. Subject 3 was the fastest with a mean
promptness of 3.1 ± 0.3 sec-1.

Figure 4. Mean promptness (inverse of reaction times) of initiating the head movement in the localization task.
Higher values indicate faster responses. The areas around the mean indicate the 95% confidence interval. Light
gray lines and areas are from normal-hearing data, for reference (same data repeated in each panel).

Speech in Noise
The SRTs, pooled across the three post-implantation sessions for each individual subject, are
shown in Figure 5. Statistical analysis showed a significant main effect of noise configuration
(Fdf=2=6.65, p<0.005). Data was therefore pooled across sessions for each subject.
Speech-in-noise performance with both sounds presented from straight-ahead (S0N0)
ranged from +4 to +8 dB across subjects (Figure 5). Larger differences were seen for the spatially
separated noise source. In three subjects SRM amounted to about 3 dB, but subject 1, who
also performed best in all conditions, had a much larger SRM of up to 7 dB. However, the SRM
(5 ± 2 dB on average) did not differ significantly between subjects (Fdf=3=1.21, p=0.3481), noise
side (Fdf=1=0.36, p=0.5604) or as a function of duration of use (Fdf=3=1.62, p=0.2377).
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Figure 5. SRTs for three spatial configurations per subject (lower SRT is better). SRTs differed significantly
between noise positions. The overall benefit of spatial separation of target and noise sources (SRM) was 5 ± 2 dB.

DISCUSSION
The present study demonstrates no improvement in sound localization abilities over time
(one year), and results demonstrate similar localization performance as subjects who
used the predecessor of the present CI system (Bonnard et al., 2013; Verhaert et al., 2012;
Vincent et al., 2012). Localization performance was mainly limited to responses into the
correct hemisphere (i.e. lateralization) without a further systematic relation with the source
location. This might be explained by a deterioration of auditory neural pathways, preventing
a successful binaural neural integration of otherwise adequate bilateral inputs (Gordon et al.
2013). Moreover, potential differences in the positioning of the electrode arrays within the
two cochleae will likely have introduced inter-cochlear frequency mismatches, which could
also perturb any remaining frequency-specific binaural integration channels (Kan et al. 2013;
Steel et al. 2015).
If the binaural difference cues are merely weakened, rather than totally absent, the
brain might still learn to extract these impoverished cues, as long as they are consistent and
unambiguous (Agterberg et al. 2014, Beijen et al. 2010; Hofman et al. 2002; Van Wanrooij and
Van Opstal 2005; Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal 2007). However, the present results do not
support such adaptive cue processing. If anything, subjects seemed to progress towards
even more pronounced lateralization during the follow-up period, possibly because of the
unreliable nature of the binaural cues available (Figure 3). The absence of a fast AGC did not
appear to contribute to a better use of ILDS.
Studies on sound localization typically report the MAE or RMS error between target
and response locations (Litovsky 2009). In this study we quantified localization performance
through a sigmoid fit, which, to our knowledge, is novel to this field. We have shown that
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sigmoid fitting can encompass a myriad of different response behaviors, ranging from perfect
localization to extreme hemifield lateralization (Fig. 3). The strong lateralization suggested
by the sigmoid fits was further corroborated by the strong correlation found between the
unilateral (acute) sound localization behavior and the bilateral response fitting limits (Fig.
3). This suggest that the response range of the bilateral CI performance can potentially be
predicted by measuring the range between the listener’s unilateral responses (UCIright UCIleft).
Our CI users responded much slower than normal-hearing controls (Fig. 4), suggesting
poorer access to binaural cues, and a cognitive weighing of the monaural (or bilateral)
cues. CI users were especially slow for the low-pass sounds, in line with the assumption
that temporal fine-structure cues are absent in CI processing, and listeners had to revert to
secondary cues, as envelope timings. Our data indicate that the left and right inputs were not
binaurally integrated and therefore forced subjects to a (cognitive) monaural weighing of any
aspect in which the left and right inputs would differ. This difference may be one in loudness
or timbre (due to the head shadow), or perhaps envelope timing differences.
In line with previous studies of bilateral CI users, speech understanding in noise
improved significantly when target sound and the noise masker were spatially separated.
Possible mechanisms for SRM are the better ear advantage, and/or binaural processing of
ITD and/or ILD cues. However, given the lack of binaural integration, as evidenced in the
localization experiments, the better ear effect due to head shadow attenuation of the noise
is the most likely explanation.

CONCLUSION
This study supports the finding that bilateral CIs help subjects to better understand
speech with spatially separated sources. However, use of potential ILDs did not seem to be
improved, when compared to what has been reported for CI systems incorporating fast AGC.
Subjects lateralized sounds without signs of true binaural integration, and were not able to
learn to use ILD cues over the course of a full year. Possibly, the acoustic cues for localization
remained ambiguous, or neural pathways may have deteriorated, preventing the emergence
of adequate binaural integration in the auditory brainstem.
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SOUND LOCALIZATION BY BILATERAL COCHLEAR IMPLANT USERS WITH AND
WITHOUT TEMPORAL FINE-STRUCTURE PROCESSING

After bilateral cochlear implantation, recipients outperform users with a unilateral CI. Apart
from improved speech understanding in noise (Nopp et al. 2004; Schleich et al. 2004; van
Hoesel 2004; Litovsky et al. 2006a, 2009), also sound-localization performance in the bilateral
CI condition improved when compared to unilateral CI (e.g., Litovsky et al. 2009; Nopp et al.
2004; Grantham et al. 2007). However, the benefit of bilateral implantation is not equivalent
to binaural hearing, and the performance gap between bilateral CI vs. normal hearing
listeners (NH) is still significant. Normal-hearing listeners localize sounds in azimuth with
high acuity and precision, thanks to efficient processing of ILDs and ITDs. ILDs are extracted
from the high-frequency hearing range (>3 kHz), while ITDs are conveyed in the temporal
fine-structure of low-frequency sounds (<1.5 kHz) (Wightman & Kistler, 1992; Blauert, 1997).
So far, current CI technology was mainly aimed at improving speech perception.
Thus, most available pulse-encoding strategies (e.g. Continuous Interleaved Sampling, or
CIS; Wilson et al, 1991) stimulate the different electrodes with a fixed pulse frequency, in
which the current strength of the pulses is modulated by the sound’s envelope over the full
applicable frequency range. To potentially improve the temporal representation, MED-EL
recently included a CI-pulse-stimulation strategy that aimed to preserve the low-frequency
temporal fine-structure of the acoustic signal (Fine-Structure Processing, or FSP). Their
algorithm incorporates a zero-crossing analysis in the low-frequency range after which the
coded electrical signal is conveyed to electrode contacts of the CI (i.e. up to four channels in
the low-frequency apical turn, or up to about 1 kHz).
Studies have suggested that bilateral CI-listeners benefit from the FSP stimulation
strategy in a speech-discrimination test in noise (Punte et al. 2014; Vermeire et al. 2010;
Mller et al. 2012; Riss et al., 2011; Lorens et al, 2010), especially for native speakers of tonal
languages (Qi et al, 2017, 2012; Chen et al. 2013). However, Magnusson (2010) reported no
significant effect of FSP over CIS when measuring speech intelligibility, and in rating music
quality, for adult bimodal listeners measured without the hearing aid.
Dorman et al. (2014) studied sound localization in FSP and CIS bilateral users and
did not find differences between subgroups. In addition, they observed that low-frequency
sounds were poorly localized, compared to high-frequency and broadband sounds
suggesting that the bilateral FSP is not adding a benefit for sound localization. However, it
is unclear whether this negative finding resulted from a low number of low-frequency finestructure channels, since this was not reported. Recently, Eklöf and Tideholm (2018) found
that half of the CI listeners with FSP had ITD perception within the physiological range (10/20;
mean threshold of 330 ± 250 μs), compared to none in the group without FSP. Although some
FSP listeners appeared to have ITD sensitivity, this stimulation protocol did not improve
their low-frequency sound localization. However, their dichotic stimuli, used for the ITD
perceptual tests (500 ms tone pips of 250 Hz with rise- and fall times of 100 ms), were not
the same as those presented in the free field for sound localization (1.6 s duration speech41
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shaped sounds or LP-filtered music snippets). Furthermore, although Eklöf and Tideholm
(2018) recorded head movements they did not analyze the response reaction times, which
provides an informative measure for listening effort.
Here, we study sound localization and ILD/ITD processing in bilateral CI users with
and without FSP. In order to quantify the effect of the number of bilateral fine-structure
channels, we assessed performance for three subgroups: i) without FSP, ii) with two bilateral
FSP channels, or iii) with four bilateral FSP channels. In principle, if FSP improves ITD
perception of bilateral CI users (Eklöf and Tideholm, 2018) a larger number of available FSP
channels could increase the potential to exploit this cue. We presented different frequency
ranges to dissociate ITD and ILD perception with psychoacoustical tasks and free-field sound
localization.

METHODS
Listeners
CI users
Twenty-five bilaterally deaf patients, equipped with bilateral CIs (BICI), participated in the
experiments. Their ages ranged from 22 to 77 yrs (53 ± 16.3 years). All patients were implanted
at the ENT clinic of St. Elisabeth-Hospital of the Ruhr-University in Bochum, Germany. All
research protocols and informed consent forms were approved by the medical ethical
committee in Bochum prior to the start of the experiments. Table 1 shows the ages at test,
ages of implantation for each ear, device type and coding strategy in use. Most participants
suffered from a progressive hearing loss. Three patients suffered from an infection (P8:
encephalitis at birth), P11: pneumococcal meningitis and P12: mumps infection) and in 1 case
the etiology of the hearing loss was not known (P9). To study the effect of FSP, we grouped
patients according to the number of bilateral fine-structure channels: ‘FS4’ refers to listeners
with four (the maximum number) FSP channels on both sides; ‘FS2’ to two FSP channels
on either side; and ‘no-FSP’ indicates either no FSP channels at all, or a non-matched low
number (e.g. 0 and 1 on the right and left side, respectively). The latter group was considered
as a control group within the CI users.
The fitting was performed under the currently applied standard procedures for
bilateral CI programming, where each device is first calibrated independently. Later, narrow
band noises were presented in free field for right/left loudness balancing and CI users
indicated their percept of the mid-sagittal plane. The coding strategy, and therefore the
number of FSP channels, was set according to the CI user’s preference. Note that in none
of the bilateral fittings the audio processors were synchronized. However, in the FSP coding
strategy the pulse timing for the apical electrodes is locked to the zero-crossing of the
acoustic input. Since the acoustic input is highly correlated (or ‘synchronized’) between ears,
theoretically the pulses can be delivered preserving ITDs. However, the sampling rate is the
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limiting factor for a proper zero-crossing representation. For the low frequency channels, it is
typically situated between 3 and 10 kHz, which can lead to a temporal accuracy of 0 to 333 μs,
and 0 to 100 μs, respectively (Zirn et al. 2016). In bilateral FSP configurations, this procedure
results in an interaural jitter in the order of ±100 to ±333 μs, which can perturb ITD perception.
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Normal-hearing controls
Eleven normal-hearing (NH) listeners (ages 24 to 37 yrs) were enrolled in the experiments
as controls. All had normal thresholds (within 20 dB of audiometric zero) as determined
by a standard pure-tone audiogram (ISO 8253-1:2010). Listeners had no visual and motor
disorders and were naïve about the purpose of the experiments.

Stimuli and task
Psychometric experiments were used to measure the ILD- and ITD-sensitivity of the listeners.
The stimuli were generated in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA), played through
an external sound card (MOTU Ultralite, Cambridge, Massachusetts) and delivered through
the CI processor’s audio input, only by-passing their microphones.
For ILD sensitivity testing, the level between the two inputs was changed, while the ITD
remained at zero. During the test, the overall RMS level was kept constant maintaining the
same loudness for all ILD magnitudes. This task was evaluated with two frequency ranges:
low-pass (LP, 0.15 – 0.8 kHz) generally covering the 4 apical channels and high-pass (HP, 1.5
kHz – 10 kHz) where medial and basal electrodes are stimulated (electrodes 5 to 12). The
applied ILDs for the BICI users ranged from ±10 dB, and were divided in 16 equal steps of
1.25 dB. The NH listeners were tested over a narrower ILD range between ±5 dB (divided in 16
equal steps of 0.625 dB); in addition, the +10 dB and -10 dB sounds were presented to obtain
the two extreme data points.
For ITD testing, the ILD was kept constant at 0 dB, while the onset time between the
ears was systematically varied. For this task, LP (0.15 – 0.8 kHz) noise bursts were presented,
while ITDs were varied between ±2 ms for BICI users (in 16 equal 0.25 ms steps), and ±0.8 ms
for NH listeners (in 16 equal 0.1 ms steps). In both tests (ILD and ITD) the overall loudness of
the sounds was set to a predefined comfortable listening level. The ranges and values for the
ILD and ITD tasks were established based on preliminary data collection.
Tasks were designed as two-alternative forced choice (2AFC). After the sound was
presented, the listener had to respond by pressing the left or right arrow on a keyboard,
indicating the perceived side relative to the mid-sagittal plane of the head.
Data Analysis
To describe the psychophysical ILD and ITD data, we performed a sigmoid fit over the binary
left/right responses with the following logistic function (Kuss et al., 2005; Fig. 1):
𝑝𝑝 𝑥𝑥! =

1+e

!!.!"

!! !!!
!!

!!

(1)
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ith xT the acoustic cue of the target (ILD, in dB, or ITD, in ms), and θT the perceptual bias
(same unit as xT). Positive/negative values reflects a left/rightward bias, and the function is
point-symmetric around θT . The listener’s sensitivity to the cue is described by the width, ωT
(in dB), which in the present definition denotes the 10-90% width of the sigmoid (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Example of a hypothetical ILD psychometric curve, described by Eqn. 1,with its two parameters
indicated. The shaded zone indicates the sensitivity range, ωT (here: approx. 10 dB) around the threshold, θT
(here taken at -1.25 dB).

In this parameterization, ωT is expressed in the same units as the stimulus. This
helps to better characterize the listener’s sensitivity than e.g. the slope of the sigmoid at the
threshold, which would be a dimensionless quantity. To interpret the ILD and ITD sensitivity
of CI-users with respect to the physiological range, we convolved our stimuli with a behindthe-ear (BTE) 5 deg horizontal resolution impulse response library (Kayser et al. 2009). The
maximum ILD/ITD value computed as a function of azimuth is presented in our analysis and
interpreted as the physiological limit.

SOUND LOCALIZATION
Setup and Stimuli
Sound-localization performance was tested for broad- band (0.15 - 10 kHz), high-pass (1.5
– 10 kHz) and low-pass (0.15 – 0.8 kHz) noise bursts of 150 ms. As in the psychophysical
tasks, frequency ranges were selected to cover apical (LP; channels 1 to 4), medial-basal (HP;
channels 5 to 12) and the complete electrode array stimulation (BB; channels 1 to 12). Sound
levels were roved over a 20 dB range (50, 60, 70 dBA) and target locations were distributed
over the two-dimensional frontal space, between ±75 degrees in azimuth, and ±30 degrees
in elevation. Stimuli were presented in a dark, anechoic room as described by Van Bentum
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Experiment
Each sound-localization trial started with the presentation of a green fixation LED at straight
ahead (0˚ azimuth, and 0˚ elevation). Using a head-fixed laser pointer, subjects were
instructed to align the laser dot with the fixation LED to ensure the same head orientation
at the start of each trial. After the subject pressed a button, the fixation light was turned off
within 100-300 ms, followed by the target sound with a 200 ms delay. Subjects were asked to
point the laser dot as fast and accurately as possible towards the perceived sound location.
The acquisition time of the head movement was 2.5 s.
Data Analysis
Head movements were detected automatically from the calibrated head-position signals
using a custom-made Matlab script that checked for head velocities exceeding 20 deg/s.
Onset and offset of the head movements were detected by the program and visually checked
off-line.
The target-response relationship of the BICI users, was modeled with an adapted
sigmoid (Fig. 2) using the following equation:
𝛼𝛼! = 90 ∙ 𝑐𝑐 ∙ tanh

!∙ (!! !!! )
!"

+ 𝑏𝑏!

(2)

αT and αR correspond to the target and response angles (in deg), respectively. The range (ΔLOC),
or compression, of the localization response is quantified by c (dimensionless), e.g. if c is
0.5, the responses are constrained between ±45 deg in azimuth. The slope of the sigmoid
is determined by c and g (dimensionless). Finally, parameters bT and bR correspond to the
target and response biases (in deg), respectively. The first derivative of the sigmoid at αT=bT
provides the maximum slope of the fit (i.e., the maximum localization gain), γ, which is an
interaction of the compression of the response and the sigmoid gain:
γ = c ∙ 𝑔𝑔

(3)

The limits of the response range (in deg) are determined by the asymptotes of the
fit and are referred to as βleft = br – 90c, and βright = br + 90c, for the leftward and rightward
limits, respectively. Note that a perfect localization response would result in γ =1, and
bT = bR = 0 deg, with βleft < -90 deg and βright > 90 deg. A gain that far exceeds one (γ >> 1)
suggests a tendency towards left/right discrimination (what we here refer to as lateralization
performance); in an extreme case, the sigmoid fit would resemble a step function, showing
only left/right localization (extreme lateralization).
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Figure 2. Sound-localization fitting example as described by Eqn. 3. The sigmoid is centered around the target
where the curve is equidistant from the two asymptotes (in the example bT = -24 deg (leading to a rightward
response bias) and bR = +9 deg, respectively). The maximal localization gain, or γ, is calculated at the target bias
location (αT=bT; in this example: γ = 4.9). The asymptotes (βleft = -73 deg and βright = +84 deg) define the range of
the localization response (ΔLOC = 157 deg).

To obtain an overall measure for the response accuracy, we also computed the mean
absolute error (MAE) across trials, according to:
𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =

!

!

!
!!!

α!! − α!!

(4)

with αR the response azimuth (in degrees), αT the target azimuth (in degrees) and N the
number of trials. Note that, in our experiments, pure lateralization performance
(i.e. if αT ≥ 0 deg, αR = +90 deg, and for αT < 0 deg, αR = -90 deg), would result in an
MAE = 44.5 deg.
The response-reaction time (RT) was defined as the difference between headmovement onset and stimulus onset. As reaction times typically show positively skewed
distributions with extended tails toward longer reaction times, they were transformed into
their reciprocal (1 ⁄ RT), which is known as promptness (in s-1; see Carpenter & Williams,
1995). In this way, the data resembled normal distributions, from which we calculated the
mean and standard deviation.
Statistical Analysis
For sound-localization analysis, separate N-way ANOVAs were performed with as
independent factors: subject (random), presentation level, stimulus bandwidth, FSP group,
and as dependent variables: bT (target bias), bR (response bias), c (compression factor of the
response range), γ (gain), MAE, and mean promptness.
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Means and the 95% confidence intervals of the dependent variables are reported in
the Results. This confidence interval was also used to calculate the statistical significance
between means. All analyses were performed with MATLAB’s Statistics toolbox.

ILD and ITD perception
To determine the sensitivity of ILDs and ITDs in the BICI users, we use ω as a measure of
cue sensitivity and θ to quantify the right/left bias (see Methods). The stimuli were LP and
HP noises, addressing the apical and medial-basal electrodes, respectively. In general,
FSP CI listeners revealed some, albeit poor, ITD sensitivity. All subjects had their sensitivity
range beyond the physiological range, where this cue will saturate under free-field hearing.
However, most participants were able to detect high frequency ILDs within a utilizable range
(<20 dB). Both tasks showed considerable variability among CI subjects in sensitivity (ω) and
threshold (θ).
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Figure 3. ILD (left and middle column) and ITD (right column) data and sigmoid fits for four BICI listeners (A-O)
and one NH control (P-R). In all ITD panels, the gray area indicates the physiological range for ILD LP (±2 dB) and
ITD LP (±600 μs) that is within the stimulus intensity range. Note that four out of five CI-users demonstrate some
ITD sensitivity within the physiological range, and that all show ILD HP sensitivity.
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To illustrate the data analysis and responses for individual cases, we show the results
from five representative BICI-listeners with 0, 2, and 4 FSP channels (Fig. 3A-O), as well as for a
NH control listener, for comparison (Fig. 3P-R). The sensitivity of the ITD cue for the BICI users
ranged from 1.7 ms (FS2 listener P2, Fig. 3F) to 9.6 ms (no FS listener P19, Fig. 3L), while the
NH example showed a ωITD that was much smaller, at 0.2 ms (NH3, Fig. 3O). Note, however,
that the responses for P1, P2, P11 and P19 did systematically varied within the physiological
range of ±0.6 ms (gray area). Although the modest sensitivity to ITD is insufficient to correctly
lateralize the sound, it may nevertheless have offered a weakly-informative cue for the
listeners to be perceived. The physiological-range sensitivity for the non-FSP listener in this
example (P9) was not significant. In contrast, the ILD sensitivity for the BICI users and the
NH example, quantified by ωILD, were more comparable. Whilst P19 performed poorer with
a sensitivity of ωILD = 31.8 dB for HP and ωILD = 30.4 dB for LP, listener P2 yielded ωILD = 7.9
dB and ωILD = 5.8 dB for HP and LP sounds, respectively. These examples illustrate the large
variability across listeners, but indicate also that most of them had a well-defined sensitivity
to this cue. The threshold value, θILD, which characterizes the balance between the right and
left ear, varied across listeners. Note that the LP value for θILD is related to θITD, as the ITD was
measured at 0 dB ILD for the same frequency band (r2=0.59, p<0.001). For example, P1 had a
rightward ILD bias for LP stimuli with θILD = -5.2 dB, and also a negative ITD bias of θITD = -1.4
ms, for the same sounds. Also, listeners P9 and P19 showed a consistent relation between
the LP-ILD and ITD tasks, but although they yielded smaller ILD thresholds than P1, their ITD
thresholds were more extreme to the right than for P1.

Figure 4. Overall bias (θ) and sensitivity (ω) of ILD high-pass (A) and low-pass (B), and ITD low-pass (C). Vertical
gray lines represent the cue’s physiological range values. In all panels, the mean and variability (95% confidence
interval) of the data of BICI users are represented by ellipses. As reference, the mean of the NH results is marked
with a grey square. Note that for ILD and ITD low-pass, all CI users fell outside the boundaries (2 dB and 600 μs,
respectively) indicated by the physiological range. NH controls, however, demonstrated clear ITD LP perception.
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An overview of the sensitivity (ω) and bias (θ) for all sound types and subgroups is
provided in Fig. 4. The vertical gray line in Fig. 4A-C illustrates the maximum BTE ILD/ITD
for each band width (see Methods). We did not observe an effect of the different FS coding
strategies on ILD or ITD sensitivity (confidence intervals of the means were overlapping).
When pooling all groups to compute the overall mean (grey shadowed area in Fig. 4), all
BICI users yielded ωITD beyond the physiological range (mean of 5.5 ± 1.7 ms, Fig. 4C), which
reflects the difficulty to use ITD cues in the free-field. Note, however, that some FS subjects
demonstrated better ITD sensitivity (around 1 ms), which is not far from the physiological
limit and, although not sufficient for veridical lateralization, could still serve as a weak, but
informative cue for azimuth (e.g., P2; Fig. 3F). Similarly, the sensitivity for low frequency ILDs
fell outside its small physiological range (±2 dB) for all CI listeners (mean: 11.2 ± 2.6 dB, Fig.
4B). However, most listeners demonstrated ILD sensitivity for HP (mean:11.9 ± 3.5 dB, Fig.
4A) and LP sounds (mean: 11.2 ± 2.6 dB, Fig. 4B). All normal-hearing controls showed a high
sensitivity to ILD in HP (mean of 3.7 ± 1.7 dB, Fig. 4A) and ITD in LP (mean of 0.1 ± 0.02 ms, Fig.
4C). It is noteworthy that the reduced sensitivity to weak low-pass ILDs is overcome with the
ITD perception. There was considerable variability in the biases across BICI listeners, which
could reflect that one device was programmed slightly louder than the other. Although the
overall means for θILD (-0.2 ± 0.9 dB for HP, and -0.1 ± 1 for LP; Fig. 4A and B, respectively)
and θITD (0.2 ± 0.6 ms, Fig. 4C) did not differ from zero, some subjects had a clear right or left
tendency. All NH listeners showed balanced responses for ILD (0 ± 0.3 dB for HP and 0 ± 0.2 for
LP; Fig. 4A and B, respectively) and ITD (0.1 ± 0.02 ms, Fig. 4C), as expected.
Sound Localization
Localization performance in the free anechoic field was tested with BB, HP and LP sounds
presented in pseudorandom order at one of the three presentation levels (50, 60 or 70 dB
SPL) in the two-dimensional frontal hemifield. Presentation levels did not affect the response
gain, γ (Fdf=2=0.8, p=0.5), the perceived target range, c (Fdf=2=1.9, p=0.1), target bias, bT (Fdf=2=1.6,
p=0.2) or response bias, bR (Fdf=2=1.1, p=0.3). Therefore, we pooled all data across levels, and
analyzed the differences on the three stimulus band widths.
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Figure 5. Target-response relationship of horizontal sound localization for BB, HP and LP stimuli. Five examples
of BICI listeners (A-O) are presented, illustrating the overall performance of the group. A systematic relation of
response azimuth with target azimuth is evidence for true binaural integration. This is clearly observed for CI
listeners P1, P11 and P19, in which the latter two also localize LP noises. Listeners P2 and P9 show lateralization
responses. An NH control listener (P-R) is shown as reference.
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To illustrate the overall type of responses from the BICI listeners and the sigmoid
fit analysis, Fig. 5 shows the results of the same subjects as on the ILD/ITD tasks. Subject
P1 localized BB sounds with a good near-linear stimulus-response relation with γ = 1.5
and practically no bias (bR = 1.0 deg and bT = 1.0 deg; Fig. 5A). Moreover, the difference in
BB and HP performance (Fig. 5A and B) suggests that the subtle low-frequency cues may
have been useful and beneficial for this listener. However, the localization performance for
LP sounds yielded noisier responses with a higher gain (γ = 30.4), a higher MAE (25.9 deg)
and a pronounced rightward bias (t = -43 deg; Fig. 5C). Listener P2 is an extreme example of
sound lateralization, as responses were directed to the far-left and far-right, irrespective of
the stimulus type presented (Fig. 5D-F). This listener had a clear leftward response bias for the
LP stimuli, in line with a positive target bias (bT = 22 deg). Note that the extreme lateralization
performance yielded high MAEs (mean MAE = 35 deg for the three sound types, which is close
to the theoretical lateralization value of 44.5 deg). P9 generated responses to fixed locations,
around ±60 deg, in the left- and right hemifields (Fig. 5H-I). In this case, responses were slightly
more variable, but with MAEs that were substantially smaller than for P2.
Listeners P11 and P19 showed similar systematic stimulus-response relations for
azimuth than P1. In both cases, the central range (±40 deg) showed an almost linear targetresponse relationship, but saturating at the edges. Interestingly, both listeners also yielded
systematic localization responses for the LP stimuli, with small MAEs and near-normal gains,
albeit with a reduced response range (ΔLOC ~ 90-95 deg; Fig. 5L,O).

Figure 6. Sound localization gain (γ) compared to the response compression (c) for BICI listeners. Note that a
perfect sound localization will include a γ=1 and c≥1. For an easier interpretation a secondary y-axis with the ΔLOC
is also shown. Note that a subgroup of 11 FSP listeners show gains<4 for LP sounds, indicative for localization
(panel C; cf. Fig. 5). In contrast, all no-FSP listeners have higher gains, which indicating lateralization behavior.

To quantify the sound-localization performance of all listeners, Fig. 6 shows the
localization gain (γ) against the response compression (c, also represented as ΔLOC). Due
to the lack of significant difference on γ (Fdf=2=0.49, p=0.613) and c (Fdf=2=0.59, p=0.559)
between the three groups, we calculated the overall mean per CI group for each stimulus
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type. Generally, BICI listeners yielded localization gains > 1 for BB sounds (mean: 8.3 ± 6.5;
median: 3.4; Fig. 6A), for HP stimuli (mean: 33.2 ± 40; median; 2.8; Fig. 6B), and for LP noise
(mean: 19.3 ± 12.7; median: 4.5; Fig. 6C). Interestingly, only listeners with FSP showed gains γ
< 4 (11/19) for the LP stimuli (Fig. 6C), while all six ‘no FS’ listeners yielded higher gains. This
suggests that some BICI listeners appeared to benefit from the weak, but yet informative
low-frequency localization cues provided by the FSP protocol, and that without FSP, listeners
tended to lateralize low-frequency stimuli. Note also that the response range was reduced
for all BICI subjects, as the response compression, c, was significantly below 1, with a mean
of 0.73 ± 0.06 for BB (Fig. 6A), 0.70 ± 0.05 for HP (Fig. 6B) and 0.60 ± 0.05 for LP sounds (Fig.
6C). We also observed a stronger reduction of the response range for LP sounds (mean:109
± 9 deg) when compared to the BB (mean: 130 ± 9 deg) and HP (mean: 126 ± 9 deg) stimuli.
Figure 7 shows the results for the localization stimulus and response biases. Although
the overall mean bias for BB (bT = 3.4 ± 4.2 deg; bR = 0.9 ± 1.8 deg), HP (bT = 2.6 ± 4.6 deg;
bR = 1.8 ± 2.4 deg) and LP (bT = 0.02 ± 6.5 deg; bR = 0.4 ± 3.7 deg) did not differ from zero,
there was considerable variability across participants evidencing some remaining perceptual
asymmetries between sides.

Figure 7. Target (bT) and response bias (bR) for broadband (A), high-pass (B) and low-pass (C). Note the
considerable variability in these measures across listeners.

As an overall measure for localization performance of the bilateral CI groups, we
computed the MAE for the different sounds (Fig. 8). Overall, the MAE of the CI listeners was
around 15 deg higher than the NH performance, but performance was much better than
for pure lateralization. BB and HP yielded a similar result with 21 ± 3 deg and 22 ± 3 deg,
respectively. LP sounds yielded slightly higher MAEs with a mean of 24 ± 3 deg. The NH
controls performed with low MAE across frequencies with an overall mean of 7 ± 1 deg.
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Figure 8. Mean absolute error of sound localization performance for all frequency ranges. Dashed line indicates
the theoretical extreme for a pure lateralizer and dark solid line represents the mean and 95% confidence interval
for the normal-hearing controls. Mean and 95% confidence interval for CI users is indicated per frequency (gray
squares).

ILD and free-field sound localization bias
The left/right bias was quantified for both psychophysical experiments (as θ for the ILD/
ITD tasks, and bT,R for sound localization, respectively). As representative measures, we here
present θILD and bT for the HP and LP stimuli. We wondered whether the right or leftward freefield target localization bias, bT, could be predicted from the ILD psychophysical threshold,
θILD (Fig. 9). We found that for both sound types, the slope of the regression was positive and
significantly different from zero (pHP=0.001 and pLP=0.046, for HP and LP sounds, respectively)
but the correlation was low, as evidenced by the low coefficient of determination (r2HP=0.4
and r2LP=0.2).

Figure 9. Relation between the ILD (θILD) and the target sound localization bias (bT) for HP (A) and LP(B). The
distribution density of the data points is illustrated with the shadowed grey area.
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Reaction Time
The response promptness depended on stimulus type (Fdf=2=57.53, p<0.001), but we did
not obtain significant differences between FS groups (Fdf=2=1.0, p=0.4). To quantify how
promptness was affected by stimulus type, the means across listeners are presented in Fig.
10. In line with the sound-localization results, BICI users had a similar mean promptness for
BB (2.6 s-1) and HP (2.6 s-1). Promptness for LP stimuli differed significantly from BB and HP
with a lower overall mean (2.0 s-1). For NH listeners, responses were faster than BICI users
for all stimulus types. It’s noteworthy, that LP promptness was also significantly lower
(Fdf=2= 11.46, p<0.001) than BB and HP for the NH controls.

Figure 10. Overall promptness (means and standard deviation) for the BICI group and the NH control listeners
for each spectral band.
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ILD/ITD sensitivity and free-field sound localization performance
We also wondered whether a better ILD or ITD sensitivity (ω) might yield better free-field
sound localization performance (i.e. low MAE and localization gain, γ , close to 1). To that end,
we correlated ω with γ (r2(HP,LP) ≤ 0.07, p(HP,LP) ≥ 0.3) and ω with MAE (r2(HP,LP) ≤ 0.06, p(HP,LP) ≥ 0.3),
but this analysis did not yield significant relationships. The poor correlation between these
variables suggests that free-field absolute source-localization vs. within-the-head relative
median plane discrimination may reflect different strategies to perform these tasks.

CHAPTER 3

DISCUSSION
We observed that bilateral CI users showed remarkably good localization performance, which
is mainly attributed to adequate ILD processing. However, we also provided evidence that
some listeners may have had access to rudimentary ITD information with the FSP strategy.
Furthermore, there was a large variability in performance, which so far remains unexplained.
Based on our results, we argue that our data suggest that CI users may learn to successfully
integrate even rudimentary binaural information.
ILD and ITD perception
The bilateral CI listeners in our study were mostly sensitive to ILDs (Fig. 4A), since all
demonstrated a good sensitivity to this cue for high-frequency ILDs. Furthermore, our results
show that some listeners had a weak ITD perception within the physiological range (as
would be generated in the free-field) as well. Some CI listeners equipped with FSP encoding
demonstrated a monotonic stimulus-response relation for LP sounds (e.g. Fig. 5L and O).
This suggests that exposure to weakly-informative, but robust and consistent cues in
everyday life might prompt CI listeners to learn to localize even low-frequency sounds. Our
data support the recent study by Elköf and Tidelhom (2018), who reported that half of their
FSP population had ITD perception within the physiological range. The participants in their
group were all of young age (8-13 years), and had been implanted bilaterally prior to their 3rd
year of age. As the brain is most plastic during the early stages in life (Dennis, 2009; Gutchess,
2014), these young listeners may have been able to exploit the information provided from
FSP stimulation, and use the ITDs also in free-field listening. In the present study, only two of
the adult listeners (22 years each) had been implanted at a young age (P8 and P9: 1 year old
on the right side), but with a 4 year implantation gap for the second, left ear, and without the
FSP encoding protocol in their devices.
However, several studies have also clearly demonstrated the existence of life-long
plasticity in the human auditory system, which could in principle be employed also by CI
listeners who are implanted at a later age. Yet, the localization cues provided by the CIs should
be unique and consistent for any given source location, as inconsistent and ambiguous cues
cannot induce successful perceptual learning (Hofman et al., 1998; Hofman et al., 2002; Van
Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2005; Amitay et al., 2006; Otte et al., 2013; Zonooz et al., 2018). Thus,
the observation that some of the FSP listeners had learned to exploit the rather subtle and
poor ITD cues provided by the FSP encoding protocol, may be a promising result for future
improvements.
Sound localization
We observed some differences in free-field sound-localization performance between FS and
no-FS listeners, as 11 out of 19 FS listeners had localization gains < 4 (Fig. 6C). This overall
group performance is in accordance with other results reported for bilateral CI listeners
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(Dorman et al. 2014; Litovsky et al. 2009; Nopp et al. 2004; Grantham et al. 2007), albeit that
accuracy and precision remained significantly inferior to normal-hearing listeners (Fig. 8).
The deprived ITD sensitivity, poor ILD representation due to CI compression (Dorman et al.
2014) and poor spectral resolution, might underlie this impoverished sound-localization
performance. Moreover, the weakness of the low-frequency free-field cues appears to be also
reflected in spatially compressed localization responses (ΔLOC < 180 deg; Fig. 6C). Still, some
surprisingly good sound-localization performance for LP stimuli for some participants (e.g.,
P11; Fig. 5L).
We also assessed the reaction times of the head saccades (Fig. 9). When binaural
hearing was accessible and accurate, target sounds could be rapidly localized, as reflected by
short reaction times. Bilateral CI users showed longer reaction times (lower promptness) than
NH listeners, suggesting that sound localization may have been more uncertain and difficult,
and probably requiring complementary strategies. The localization of low-frequency sounds
was accompanied with significantly slower responses for CI users and NH listeners, which
might be explained by the fact that LP sounds contain less informative cues.
The effect of unbalanced CIs
The variation in response bias for both the ILD task and the sound-localization task, might
indicate that the bilateral CI fitting was not always well balanced between ears (Fig. 4 and
Fig. 7). Typically, each side was fitted independently, and when both were activated, the
perceived equal loudness between sides was subjectively assessed in the clinic. However,
such a subjective procedure may have created some idiosyncratic unbalanced hearing. This
potential imbalance was reflected in the free-field sound localization results, as idiosyncratic
nonzero biases. The relation was stronger for the high frequency stimuli (Fig. 10A) than
for the low-pass sounds (Fig. 10B), which could be associated with the lack of strong ILDs
at low frequencies in the free field. Up to now, there is no standardized protocol in the CI
fitting software that helps audiologists to correctly balance each ear according to the
subject’s perception. In our study, we see that a simple ILD task with a 2AFC design (left/
right response) could be a good initial predictor of the free-field localization bias. However,
even with perfectly balanced CIs, sounds might still not be fused as one single source, due to
device- and patient-related issues (e.g. pitch mismatches between electrodes, between-ear
frequency-allocation tables, unequal numbers of active electrodes between ears; Fitzgerald
et al., 2015).
Clearly, it is not to be expected that CI listeners, equipped with at best 16-22 crude
frequency channels and a highly limited dynamic range, will ever approach similar spatial
resolution and localization performance as normal-hearing listeners, who can process
precisely encoded information from over 3000 channels over a huge dynamic range.
Yet, the mere ability of bilateral CI listeners to achieve true binaural integration, despite
the impoverished neural inputs, may be expected to be even further improved in future
generations of bilateral CI’s with optimized bilateral encoding strategies that aim at better
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synchronization between devices, optimized spectral overlap, and reliably balanced
loudness perception.
Our study suggests that the focus of bilateral fitting should aim at consistent,
unambiguous, spectral, temporal and intensity cues to provide optimal and unique acoustic
information within (or near) the physiological range of the acoustic parameters generated
in free-field hearing conditions. If so, the auditory system may learn to process these cues,
and to map them into a veridical representation of the acoustic environment, albeit at much
lower resolution than normal-hearing listeners.
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Cochlear implants (CIs) are increasingly used to restore severe-to-profound hearing loss.
Nowadays, CI recipients can achieve high levels of speech understanding, which greatly
improves their quality of life, their ability to engage in social interactions, and their cognitive
and linguistic development (Capretta and Moberly, 2015; Schorr et al., 2009; Sladen and
Zappler, 2015; Vermeire et al., 2005). Because of this success, the indication criteria for CI
implantation have been extended to include a wider variety of hearing loss and pathologies.
So far, the only way to restore bilateral input in the profoundly deaf auditory system is bilateral
CI implantation. Similarly, single-sided deafness can be overcome by CI implantation in the
deaf ear (i.e. stimulation of the deprived auditory pathway). As a result of restored bilateral
input, spatial hearing abilities can in principle be improved (Bernstein et al., 2016; Mertens et
al., 2017; Zeitler et al., 2015).
However, CI users are still poor at localizing sounds (Grantham et al., 2007; Jones
et al., 2014; Nopp et al., 2004), especially when compared to normal-hearing listeners. This
poor performance is due to the degradation of sound localization cues by a combination of
device-related and patient-related issues (Gifford et al., 2013; O’Connell et al., 2017; Vinay
& Moore, 2007). For example, a patient-related issue is the degradation of auditory neural
pathways that are affected by the patient’s hearing loss. Instead, a device-related issue is
associated with the CI device itself, which, after processing the acoustic input, could lead
to inconsistent and ambiguous sound-localization cues (Fitzgerald et al., 2015; Kelvasa and
Dietz, 2015).
For normal-hearing listeners, the localization cues in the horizontal plane (azimuth)
consist primarily of interaural level differences (ILDs) and interaural time differences (ITDs) for
high-frequency (>3000 Hz) and low-frequency (<1500 Hz) sounds, respectively (Blauert, 1996;
Rayleigh, 1907). High-frequency (>4000 Hz) monaural spectral-shape cues that arise from
the sound-wave interactions with the head and pinnae, enable localization in the median
plane (elevation; Hofman et al., 1998; Otte et al., 2013; Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2005;
Wightman and Kistler, 1989).
The majority of the current CI systems stimulate the auditory nerve with a constant
rate of electrical pulses that is modulated by the temporal envelope of the sound-wave. As
a result of this encoding strategy, the high-frequency temporal fine structure of the sound is
not provided to the auditory system (Wilson & Dorman, 2008). In addition, current bilateral
systems do not apply inter-aural device synchronization, yielding independent, uncorrelated
fine-structure signals for both ears. In this way, the ITDs could be severely distorted. Moreover,
having the microphones outside the pinnae severely affects the frequency-dependent ILDs,
as well as the subtle monaural spectral pinna cues (Jones et al., 2016).
The aim of this study was to determine – through real-time vocoder simulation – how
sound localization in normal-hearing listeners is affected (acutely) by these device-related
issues. To that end, we tested horizontal and vertical sound-localization performance of
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normal-hearing listeners in a free-field environment for three listening conditions: two normalhearing ears, bilateral CI vocoders, and a unilateral CI vocoder with a normal-hearing ear.
We applied the Oticon Medical Research Platform, provided by Oticon Medical (Backus
et al., 2015), as a real-time vocoder, in which the sound is recorded and processed on-line.
This novel technique enabled testing in free-field listening conditions, rather than with
virtual acoustic stimulation (Goupell et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2014). The latter typically leads
to poorer performance than free-field localization (Wenzel et al., 1993), and often requires
training and explicit feedback (Majdak et al., 2010, 2011; Wenzel et al., 1993).
While vocoders are useful to evaluate device-related issues in speech perception
(e.g. Dorman, et al., 1997, 1998; Friesen et al, 2001; Fu & Nogaki, 2005; Garadat et al., 2009;
Goupell et al., 2010, 2018; Litvak et al, 2007; Qin & Oxenham, 2003; Shannon et al., 1995, 2004;
Whitmal et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 1991), to our knowledge only three vocoded CI simulation
studies have so far addressed sound localization with off-line processing. Seeber & Hafter
(2011) reported the absence of a precedence effect in normal-hearing listeners with a
bilateral noise-band vocoder, as listeners persistently perceived two auditory images (one
leading, one lagging source). Goupell et al. (2010) showed that localization performance on
the medial plane was worse for spectrally-degraded vocoded stimuli. These authors also
mentioned and discussed the drawbacks of localizing virtual versus real sound sources.
Jones et al. (2014) found impoverished virtual horizontal sound localization in normalhearing listeners with bilateral vocoders, that was comparable to the response patterns of
bilateral CI users (depending on the carrier used). With our novel experimental paradigm,
we expand on these studies by including a unilateral (with a normal hearing ear on the
contralateral side) CI vocoder simulation. This will allow for an examination of the role of
monaural spectral cues and the effect of potentially incongruent inputs on sound azimuth
and elevation localization performance simultaneously. Moreover, the technique allows one
to determine how the binaural localization cues are reweighted by analyzing localization
performance as a function of sound-source azimuth.

METHODS
Listeners
Eleven normal-hearing listeners (ages 25-33; 7 male) participated in the experiments. All had
normal hearing (within 20 dB of audiometric zero) as determined by a standard pure-tone
audiogram (ISO 8253-1:2010). None of the listeners had any uncorrected visual disorder.
Although four listeners were experienced with the experimental methodology carried
out in the laboratory, all listeners were naïve as to the purpose of the study, except for two
authors. All experimental procedures have been approved by the local ethics committee
of the Faculty of Social Sciences of the Radboud University (ECSW 2016-2208-41), as they
concerned non-invasive observational experiments with healthy adult human listeners. Prior
to their participation in the experiments, volunteers gave their written informed consent.
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Vocoder
A real-time bilateral vocoder was used to simulate the processing of a bilateral CI device. The
vocoder was provided by Oticon Medical as part of the Oticon Medical Research Platform
and is based on previous work (Bräker et al., 2009; Langer & Jürgens, 2016). It operates with
fixed, identical latencies of ~7 ms on each side, which is in the range of existing clinical CI
systems (Wess et al., 2017; Zirn et al., 2015). While this is a considerable latency, this delay is
below the echo threshold (Brown et al, 2015); listeners did not report perceiving two sounds
in the listening condition where sounds are heard though a normal-hearing ear and through
a vocoder. The signal processing flow is shown in Figure 1A.

Figure 1. A) Diagram showing the processing blocks of one side of the CI simulation vocoder. B) Input vs. output
acoustic levels for the 1 kHz electrode. Other electrodes differed slightly due to the frequency dependency
contained in the ISO 226 standard.

Two microphone signals (front-facing omnidirectional microphones) were acquired
from calibrated behind-the-ear microphones (BTEs), which had a flat frequency response
over the acoustic range of interest (+/-1 dB, 0.1-10 kHz). Both inputs were digitized using the
same 16.667 kHz sample clock. Signals were subsequently passed through the basic OM
Saphyr CI processing algorithm, which included (1) an FFT-based filter bank, (2) an envelope
energy extraction stage, and (3) an energy to biphasic pulse-duration mapping stage. No
compression was used except for an instantaneous hard output limit at 105 dB SPL. This
CI processing scheme is equivalent to a 20 channel CIS strategy (Wilson et al., 1993) with an
electrode inter-pulse rate of ~520 Hz, and sound intensity encoded by pulse duration. The
default OM Saphyr clinical fitting (Table 1) was used for the left and right ears. Using this
processing, a pair of binaural electrodograms was first formed.
The wavelet vocoder was built to take binaural electrodograms as input. This
approach allowed us to include all information contained within the electrodograms as part
of the input, but it also allowed the vocoder to reproduce the 520 Hz fixed-pulse rate as a
pitch percept at its output—something CI users do not hear. To reduce the ‘stimulation pitch’
percept, a random jitter (mean = 10%) was artificially introduced to both electrodograms
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prior to auralization. This reduced the stimulation pitch to a level that was not noticed by the
listeners.
The vocoder processed the adjusted incoming left and right electrodograms back into a
stereo audio signal by using the CI-fitting data of Table 1 as parameter inputs in the following way:
Each electrode pulse produced a 3rd-order gammatone wavelet according to:
𝑔𝑔 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 ! 𝑒𝑒 !!!"# cos (2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 + ∅)

!!!

(1)

consisting of a constant factor a, an envelope v(t)=e-2πbt, and a fine structure cos(2πft + Ø).
The parameters f and b were calculated directly from the CI fitting. The carrier f was set to the
center frequency of the electrode band. The damping factor b was calculated as b = B/π, with
B the electrode bandwidth. No attempt was made to include the phenomenon of current
spread within this bandwidth.
Parameter a was calculated from the duration of the pulse in the electrogram. The
phase parameter Ø was set such that a maximum in the carrier coincided with the envelope
maximum. The amplitude parameter a was tuned to create the appropriate root-meansquare (RMS) acoustic energy within the band, according to the input-output function shown
in Fig. 1B. In cases where the stimulation rate was high compared to the bandwidth, and
wavelets overlapped to produce constructive or destructive interference, a and Ø were
adjusted together to ensure that the RMS energy was preserved within each 1.91 ms analysis
time slice.
Each wavelet’s amplitude was fully determined by the duration of the electrode’s pulse
in relation to the T and C durations given in Table 1. The mapping between the electrode’s
pulse duration, de, and the vocoder loudness (Lphons, in phons) was specified by:
𝐿𝐿!!!"#
𝑑𝑑! = 𝑑𝑑! ∙
+1
32

!.!"""∙!"#!

!!
!!

(2)

with d, the threshold duration, and dc the duration of the maximum comfortable level (or
C-level), both taken from Table 1.
The RMS acoustic energy was calculated from Lphons back to dB SPL in each band by
using the conversion of the ISO-226 standard, which was linearly extrapolated above 90
phons. The mapping gives a natural output range from 0 to 74 phons in response to an input
dynamic range from 30 – 105 dB SPL.
The output range was shifted using a headphone volume control to equate input and
output levels at 60 dB(A) using calibrated broadband noise as input. An example of the whole
system input vs. output level function is shown (Fig. 1B).
The final output was determined by the sum of the wavelets (Fig. 2). All inter-pulse
periods were pseudo-constant (~520 Hz) and were not synchronized between the right and
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Figure 2. Spectrograms of a broad-band stimulus and vocoder output. The acoustic stimulus (A) is processed by
the vocoder and generated the left (B) and right (C) output (limited between 0.2 and 8 kHz). The cross-correlation
of the acoustic stimulus (in blue) shows a peak at 0 ms (D), which will shift according to the applied ITD. The
correlation between the right and left output (in red) shows no correlation between each other.
Table 1. Electrode fitting parameters from the Saphyr Demo fitting file showing the electrode numbers and their
associated center frequencies, frequency bands, bandwidths, and threshold ‘T and C-level’ durations. These
same parameters were used for both the CI processing and wavelet synthesis stages of the vocoder.
E#

fcf (Hz)

flow (Hz)

fhigh (Hz)

BW (Hz)

dt (µs)

dc (µs)

20

260

195

326

131

28

48

19

380

326

456

130

33

56

18

520

456

586

130

36

64

17

651

586

716

130

38

68

16

781

716

846

130

37

70

15

911

846

977

131

38

72

14

1042

977

1107

130

38

74

13

1172

1107

1237

130

37

74

12

1302

1237

1367

130

39

75

11

1432

1367

1497

130

39

74

10

1627

1497

1758

260

41

75

9

1888

1758

2018

260

41

70

8
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left devices. As a result, the temporal fine structure ITD was not preserved at the vocoder
outputs (Fig. 2D). Sound levels were measured in dB SPL on A -weighted scale [dB(A)] with a
Brüel & Kjaer 2236 (Nærum, Denmark). The acoustic output of the system was calibrated with
an ear simulator (Brüel & Kjaer Type 4152, Nærum, Denmark).
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Localization Set-up
The sound-localization experiments were performed in a set-up that has been described
in detail in Van Bentum et al. (2017). Briefly, the experiment took place in a dark, sound
attenuated room of 3.6x3.0x3.0 m with a background noise level below 20 dB(A). During the
task, the listener sat comfortably in a chair in the center of a spherical wire frame, on which
125 small broad-range loudspeakers (SC 5.9; Visaton; art. no. 8006, Visaton GmbH & Co KG,
Haan, Germany) had been mounted to cover the entire 2D frontal field. Light-emitting diodes
(BIVAR Inc., Irvine, CA, USA) were mounted at the center of each speaker and served as visual
fixation stimuli for the head-movement calibration.
Head movements (Veugen et al, 2016b) were recorded with the magnetic searchcoil technique (Robinson, 1963). To that end, a small coil was attached to the nose bridge
of a lightweight spectacle frame. Along the edges of the room, three perpendicular pairs of
coils generated the high-frequency oscillating magnetic fields that are needed to record the
search-coil’s orientation in all directions.
Sound play-back and data acquisition were implemented by TDT3 data acquisition
and stimulus generation hardware (Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL, USA), controlled
by custom-made software written in Matlab (version R2015a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick,
MA, USA).
Stimuli
All sounds consisted of 150 ms Gaussian white noise (GWN) bursts, with 5 ms sine-squared
onset and offset ramps, that were either broadband (BB; 500 Hz to 20 kHz), low-pass (LP;
0.5 – 1.5 kHz), or high-pass (HP; 3.0 – 20 kHz) filtered. The noise bursts are well-localizable
stimuli in the azimuth and elevation directions for normal-hearing listeners (Frens et al.,
1995; Goossens et al., 1999; Middlebrooks et al., 199; Van Grootel et al., 2011). In the vocoder
simulation paradigms, the sounds were passed through the vocoder device according to the
procedures described above.
BB and HP sounds were presented at 50, 60 and 70 dB(A), and LP sounds at 50 and
60 dB(A). Fifteen different locations were presented per level. Sound locations were selected
pseudo-randomly between ±70º in azimuth (α), and ±30º in elevation (ε) as indicated in
Fig. 3A-C.

PARADIGMS
Coil calibration
Prior to the actual experiments, we performed a visual coil-calibration experiment. The
listener had to accurately point with the head-fixed laser pointer of the spectacle frame to 24
known LED positions mounted on the spherical frame.
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Figure 3. Localization paradigm. Target locations for A) Broadband (BB), B) High-Pass (HP) and C) Low-pass
(LP) filtered sounds for each sound level (represented by marker size). Vertical dashed lines indicate the ±15º
boundaries of the central azimuth range. Head trajectories of example trials of listener S1 responding to a BB,
60 dB(A) sound in D) azimuth (-72º), and E) elevation (-28º), for the three listening conditions: normal-hearing
(NH - blue), bilateral CI-vocoder (2CI - red), and unilateral CI-vocoder with a contralateral normal hearing ear
(1CI - yellow). Horizontal dashed lines indicate target location; vertical dashed lines indicate target onset

Stimulus and response coordinates were defined in double-pole azimuth-elevation
reference frame (Knudsen and Konishi, 1979). A positive azimuth/elevation angle refers to
targets and responses located on the right-hand/upward direction, with respect to straight
ahead. The 24 fixation points obtained from the calibration experiment were used to train two
three-layer back-propagation neural networks that served to calibrate the head-movement
data in azimuth and elevation, respectively, and corrected any nonlinear inhomogeneities
in the magnetic fields and cross-talk between the horizontal and vertical signals (Bremen
et al., 2010; Goosens et al., 1997; Van Barneveld and Van Wanrooij, 2013; Van Grootel et al.,
2011). Both networks received the raw horizontal and vertical head-position signals (in Volts)
as inputs, and yielded the desired azimuth and elevation angles (in degrees) as their output
with a precision of one degree, or better, over the entire measurement range.
Practice session
At the start of an experimental session, listeners were first familiarized with the experimental
procedures in a short practice session of up to fifteen trials. Listeners were instructed to
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orient their head (i.e. the laser pointer attached to the spectacle frame) as quickly and as
accurately as possible to the perceived sound location. No feedback was given about actual
localization performance.
Sound localization experiment
Every trial started with the presentation of a fixation LED at straight ahead, [α,ε]=[0˚,0˚].
Listeners had to point to this LED with the laser on the spectacle frame to ensure that the
starting position of the head was always in the same straight-ahead direction in each trial.
They then pressed a button, after which the fixation LED was turned off within 100-300 ms,
and the sound stimulus was presented 200 ms later. The listener had to orient the headfixed laser dot as fast and as accurately as possible to the perceived sound location. Head
movements were recorded in azimuth and elevation for 1500 ms (Fig. 3D,E), after which the
central fixation LED was switched on to start the next trial.
Listening conditions
Sound-localization experiments were conducted for three listening conditions: (i) normal
hearing (NH), (ii) a bilateral vocoder (2CI), and (iii) a unilateral vocoder in one ear, and normalhearing in the contralateral ear (1CI). All listeners participated in the NH and 2CI listening
conditions. Seven out of eleven listeners also participated in the 1CI condition, with three
(four) listeners having the vocoder on the right (left) hearing side.

DATA ANALYSIS
Head-movement detection
Head movements were detected automatically from the calibrated head-position signals
using a custom-made Matlab script that checked for head velocities exceeding 20º/s. Onset
and offset detection markings from the program were visually checked off-line and corrected
when deemed necessary.
Regression analysis
Due to the non-linear stimulus-response relationships in the 2CI and 1CI hearing conditions,
a simple linear regression analysis across all conditions is not appropriate. We therefore
divided the endpoints of the responses in all conditions into three non-overlapping azimuth
windows: left (-90° < α < -15°), right (+15° < α < +90°) and center (-15° ≤ α ≤ +15°; see Fig. 3A-C).
In each of these target ranges, we performed a linear regression (applying the least-squared
error criterion) through the selected data points as follows:
α! = β + γ ∙ α !
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Promptness
Reaction times (in milliseconds) were measured by taking the difference between headsaccade onset and sound onset. Typically, their values followed a positively skewed
distribution with an extended tail toward longer reaction times. For quantitative analysis
across listeners, the reaction-time data were first transformed into their reciprocals (1/
reaction time), in s-1, also known as promptness, which has been shown to follow a nearly
Gaussian distribution (Carpenter and Williams, 1995; Carpenter, Reddi, Anderson, 2009).
To facilitate comparisons between different data sets and conditions, the promptness
data were quantified as cumulative probabilities on a probit scale (the inverse of the
cumulative Gaussian distribution). In this so-called reciprobit format (Carpenter, 1988), a
Gaussian distribution results in a straight line.
To investigate promptness as a function of azimuth, the analysis was done within nine
non-overlapping, contiguous 15º-wide azimuth windows.
Statistical analysis
We estimated the mean across listeners and its 95% confidence interval for the following 4
parameters: gain γ, bias β, response variability σ, and promptness P. In what follows, we will
denote the listening conditions (NH, 2CI, 1CI), sound frequency bands (BB, HP, LP), the azimuth
bins (left, center, right), for which the mean and confidence intervals had been estimated. We
also indicate whether the mean and confidence interval are based on differences in those
parameters (e.g. left-right, or 2CI-NH). Parameters were determined per listener on 5 – 20
responses. For the mean and confidence interval over these parameters, data were obtained
from 11 (for NH and 2CI) and 7 listeners (for 1CI), respectively. We also denote the degrees of
freedom (df) for every mean and confidence interval.
For graphical purposes, the standard error of the mean is shown in figures to indicate
variability, rather than the confidence interval.
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with αT the target azimuth (in degrees), αR the response azimuth (degrees), γ the slope (or:
gain) of the best-fit regression line (dimensionless), and β the intercept (or: bias, in degrees).
A gain close to one indicates accurate localization responses, while a gain close to zero
indicates the lack of a significant linear relationship. A perfect localization response would
result in a gain of γ=1 and a bias of β=0º, and all three regression windows would yield the
same result. A response pattern where the listener consistently directs the head to fixed
locations in either the left or right hemisphere will yield gains close to zero and large negative
and positive bias values, respectively. Response variability, σ, was quantified by the standard
deviation of the residuals around the best-fit line.
Localization performance in the elevation direction was analyzed by determining
the regression line for the entire elevation range (-30° < ε < 30°), within each of nine nonoverlapping, contiguous 15º-wide windows in azimuth.
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RESULTS
Horizontal Sound Localization
The use of a vocoder negatively affected sound-localization performance in azimuth. Figure
4 illustrates the results from representative listener S1. With normal binaural hearing (Fig.
4A-C), S1 localized broad-band, high-pass, and low-pass sounds in azimuth accurately and
precisely in the free-field. This near-perfect sound localization performance was expressed
for all three azimuth ranges and all three sound types by an average gain of 1.0, a negligible
response bias, and a small response variability of 6º.
When the sounds were real-time vocoded in both ears (Fig. 4D-F), the listener had
difficulty localizing sounds. The responses in the left and right bins barely depended on
target location (mean gain = 0.2). Localization precision also decreased as evidenced by a
larger scatter of the responses (response variability = 18º). The listener typically responded
toward the sides with a pronounced response bias (negative for the left side [mean -23º],
positive for the right side [mean +24º]).
Also, the central target locations could not be localized well by S1 (response variability
ranged from 10 to 20º). Due to the limited number of targets (N = 1 to 7) and the large average
response variability of 12º, it is hard to quantify the linear relationships for all three sound
types in this central region. The central gain was low for BB sounds (0.4, Fig. 4D), high for HP
sounds (1.4, Fig. 4E), and impossible to infer for the LP sounds (due to the low number of
responses, Fig. 4F).
In the 1CI condition, listener S1 performance was better on the non-vocoded side for
these two sound types (mean gain on vocoded side = 0.0; mean gain on non-vocoded side
= 0.45). In contrast to BB and HP stimuli, the LP stimuli presented from the vocoded side
were mostly detected toward the vocoder side with a mean bias of -21º (Fig. 4I). The mean
bias of 23º toward the normal-hearing (non-vocoded) ear for BB and HP sounds (Fig. 4G,H).
Moreover, the response variability was lowest for HP stimuli (8º on each side), higher for BB
(16 and 11º for vocoded and non-vocoded side, respectively) and highest for LP sounds (28
and 18º, for vocoded and non-vocoded side, respectively).
An overview of the regression results (gain, bias and variability) for all listeners
and for each listening condition and azimuth window is provided in Fig. 5. The accurate
localization performance of NH listening (Fig. 5, blue) is evidenced by gains (γ) close to one
(γ(NH, df=98) = 1±0.05; Fig. 5A-C), response biases (β) near zero (β(NH, df=98) = 0.8±2º; Fig. 5D-F),
and a response variability (σ) of only a few degrees across the three azimuth windows
(σ(NH, df=98) = 5±1.4º), for BB, HP and LP stimuli (Fig. 5G-I).
For 2CI listening conditions (Fig. 5, red), all listeners showed strongly impaired
response behavior. For BB and HP sounds, gains were small on both sides (γ(2CI, right&left,
= 0.4±0.1), indicating that the systematic relation between target and response
BB&HP, df=43)
was substantially affected (Fig. 5A-C). Together with a considerable bias on each side
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Figure 4. Azimuth stimulus-response plots for listener S1. (A,B,C) NH, (D,E,F) 2CI and (G,H,I) 1CI hearing
conditions. Gain (γ), bias (β) and response variability (σ) for the right (α > +15o) and left (α < -15°) sides are
indicated in the lower-right and upper-left corners, respectively.

(|β|(2CI, right&left, BB&HP, df=43) = 34±6º; Fig. 5D-F), listeners tended to respond at fixed left or right
locations for 2CI listening.
In the 1CI listening condition (Fig. 5, yellow) sound localization performance differed
between the CI and normal hearing side. Listeners localized sounds closer to normal on the
normal-hearing side with higher accuracy and precision (γ(1CI, NH-side, BB&HP, df=13) = 0.7±0.4; σ(1CI, NH= 9±1º) than on the vocoded side (γ(1CI, CI-side, BB&HP, df=13) = 0.1±0.2, σ(1CI, CI-side, BB&HP, df=13) =
side, BB&HP, df=13)
26±7º). Responses were biased toward the NH ear on both sides (β(1CI, BB&HP, df=41) = 26±6º).
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Figure 5. Azimuth localization performance. The regression parameter gains (top row), bias (center row) and
variability (bottom row) are determined per azimuth bin (left, center, right on the abscissa) for the three listening
conditions (colored lines, normal-hearing, NH; bilateral vocoder, 2CI; unilateral vocoder in one ear, 1CI) and
the three sound frequency bands BB (left column), HP (middle column) and LP (right column). Open circles,
colored patches denote mean and standard error across listeners, respectively. Dashed lines in (A,B,C): perfect
localization (γ=1) and no localization (γ=0) for the gains; in (D,E,F): perfect localization (β=0º) and complete left/
right tendency (β = ± 90º) for the biases; in (G,H,I): response variability for perfect localization (σ=0º) and for a
completely random response behavior (σ ~ 51º).
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For LP sounds (Fig. 5, right column), azimuth localization performance differed from
localizing BB and HP sounds, both in the 2CI (Fig. 5, red) and 1CI (Fig. 5, yellow) listening
conditions. In the 2CI condition, localization deteriorated, as the LP gain was slightly lower
than for BB and HP stimuli (Δγ(2CI, left&right, BB&HP-LP, df=43) = 0.2±0.1) and response variability was higher
(Δσ(2CI, left&right, BB&HP-LP, df=43) = -4±3º). Biases did not differ (Δβ(2CI, left&right, BB&HP-LP, df=43) = 3±6o). In the
1CI condition, LP localization performance was also impoverished compared to BB and HP,
even on the normal-hearing side. The gain decreased (Δγ(1CI, NH-side, BB&HP-LP,df=13) = 0.23±0.17) and
response variability was higher (Δσ(1CI, NH-side, BB&HP-LP, df=13) = -11±6º). While BB and HP localization
was biased toward the NH side, LP localization was biased toward the vocoder side
(Δβ(1CI, BB&HP-LP, df=33) = 35±10º).
To summarize, sound azimuth localization deteriorated for vocoded listening
conditions. When both ears receive vocoded inputs, which perturbs ITDs and spectral cues,
listeners tend to orient to fixed locations on their left and right. With only one ear receiving
vocoded input, which leaves the monaural spectral cues on the normal-hearing side intact,
localization performance changes in an azimuth-dependent way: e.g. localization gains
for HP and BB sounds increase from 0 on the left, vocoded side to about 0.7 on their right,
normal-hearing side. In all vocoded listening conditions, however, LP localization, which for
normal hearing depends on ITD cues, was the worst.
Vertical Sound Localization
As an illustrative example, Fig. 6 shows the localization results in elevation of listener S1.
In this case, the elevation responses are only shown for the left and right sides (<-15o and
>+15o) to highlight that elevation localization performance can depend on sound-source
azimuth for certain conditions. For NH conditions, response elevation was accurate (mean
gain = 1.0) and precise (mean response variability = 5º). In contrast, response elevation was
virtually abolished for 2CI listening conditions on both hearing sides (mean gain = 0.25).
For the 1CI listening condition, however, the elevation gain and response variability on the
normal-hearing side (mean gain = 0.6; mean response variability = 5º), were substantially
better than on the vocoded side (mean gain = 0.2; mean response variability = 9º), albeit
lower than for normal hearing.
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Figure 6. Elevation performance for listener S1 for BB and HP sounds combined. Gain (γ), bias (β) and response
variability (σ) are presented for target azimuth α <-15˚ and α >15˚ for NH (top, blue), 2CI hearing (center, red)
and 1CI (bottom, yellow) conditions. The vocoder in the 1CI condition was on the left side (bottom left graph).

To quantify the behavior for all listeners, we used a regression analysis across
narrower azimuth windows (see Methods; Fig. 7). For the NH listening condition, listeners
localized sounds precisely in elevation (Fig. 7A, blue) across the entire azimuth range
(γ(NH, df=98) = 0.9±0.1). In stark contrast, localization of elevation was nearly impossible for the
2CI listening condition (Fig. 7A, red) across the entire horizontal plane (γ(2CI, df=98) = 0.1±0.1).
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Still, vertical sound localization behavior was also strongly affected by the vocoder in
the 1CI condition, when the spectral pinna cues of only one ear were perturbed. While on the
far contralateral (normal-hearing) side (azimuths ≥ 30º), elevation localization performance
was only slightly below normal (γ(1CI, ≥30º, df=20) 0.8±0.2), the gain decreased systematically toward
the vocoded ear with a mean below 0.3 (γ(1CI, -60º, df=6) = 0.3 ±0.2). The effect of the unilateral
vocoder on elevation performance was not only visible on the ipsilateral side, but it affected
a substantial part of the normal-hearing side as well (γ(1CI, 0&15º, df=13) = 0.5 ±0.2).

Figure 7. A) Elevation gain and B) response variability as a function of target azimuth. Open circles connected by
lines denote the binned mean across listeners, patches denote the standard error of the mean across listeners.
Colors indicate NH, 2CI and 1CI conditions.

The effects of listening condition and azimuth on elevation localization precision (Fig.
7B) are similar to the effects on gain. With normal-hearing (Fig. 7B, blue) there is low variability
(good performance) across the entire horizontal plane (σ(NH, df=98) = 5.7 ±1º). Response variability
for the 2CI listening condition (Fig. 7B, red) is on average higher, but also more idiosyncratic
(σ(2CI, df=98) = 7.7±6º). Note that in this condition a low response variability is still not indicative
for a better localization performance, as the localization gain is near 0 (cf. Fig. 7A). The
response variability for 1CI hearing shows a gradual transition from high variability on the
vocoder side (σ(1CI, -60deg, df=6) = 13±6º), to near-normal variability on the far hearing side
(σ(1CI, 60º, df=6) = 7±1º). Interestingly, the 1CI variability on the vocoder side is much higher than
the 2CI variability (Fig. 7B), while the ipsilateral 1CI gain is nearer the 2CI gain than the NH
gain (Fig. 7A).
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Promptness
Also, the response promptness was systematically affected by the acoustic manipulations
of the vocoders. Figure 8 shows the promptness for listener S1 on reciprobit scale (see
Methods). In the NH listening condition (blue), the median value of this listener’s promptness
for BB stimuli (found at a cumulative probability of 50%) was 3.6±0.08 s-1 (Fig. 8A). Bilateral
vocoding of the sounds (red) substantially delayed the responses (lower mean promptness
of 2.3 s-1). In the 1CI condition (yellow) the reaction times for BB sounds fell between the two
conditions (mean promptness = 3.1 s-1). Similar reaction time patterns were obtained for the
HP (Fig. 8B) and LP (Fig. 8C) stimuli.

Figure 8. Promptness per spectral band (A-C) and listening condition (colors) for listener S1 on reciprobit scale.

To quantify how promptness was affected by azimuth for the three hearing conditions
for all listeners, we determined the mean promptness in narrow 20-deg azimuth windows
(see Methods; Fig. 9). For NH listening (Fig. 9, blue), responses were faster than for the other
listening configurations across the entire azimuth range and for all three stimulus types
(P(NH, df=296) = 4.4±0.1 s-1). The BB stimuli (Fig. 9A) typically yielded the smallest promptness. In
contrast, listeners responded slower for 2CI listening (red) regardless of stimulus location,
or spectral bandwidth (P(2CI, df=296) = 2.0±0.05 s-1). In the 1CI listening condition, listeners
responded faster on the normal-hearing side (P(1CI, 60º, BB-HP, df=13) = 3.7±0.6 s-1; Fig. 9A,B) and were
systematically slower toward the CI side (P(1CI, -60º, BB-HP, df=13) = 2.6±0.5 s-1). For LP stimuli, listeners
tended to respond equally fast across the entire azimuth range (P(1CI, LP, df=6) = 2.4±0.7 s-1;
Fig. 9C).
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binned mean promptness across listeners, whereas patches denote the standard error across listeners. Color
indicates NH, 2CI and 1CI conditions.

DISCUSSION
Experimental Method
The experiments reported in this study are the first to have normal-hearing listeners using
a real-time vocoder in free-field listening conditions. The use of natural head-orienting
responses to assess sound-localization performance allows for a fast, precise and objective
measurement of a listener’s localization abilities.
We used a target sound that was not a realistic, every-day sound. One might wonder
why such a short, flat-spectrum stimulus was used. Nevertheless, such sounds are localized
best by normal-hearing listeners (Blauert, 1996; Frens et al., 1994; Goossens and Van
Opstal, 1997, 1999; Hofman et al, 1998; Middlebrooks et al., 1991) with highest accuracy and
precision, and fastest responses. In every-day environments, sounds of interest modulate
in time and frequency over shorter and longer periods of time, move from one location to
another (Van Barneveld and Van Wanrooij, 2013; Vliegen and Van Opstal, 2004; Hofman and
Van Opstal, 2002), and are masked by other sounds from the background (Corneil et al., 2002;
Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2007; Van Bentum et al., 2017) or from reflections (Brown et
al., 2015; Ege et al., 2018; Litovsky et al, 1999; Tollin and Yin, 2003). Identifying and localizing
particular sounds in an auditory scene (Bregman, 1990) involves complex neural processing.
Sound localization in these circumstances is difficult. It is hard to imagine that if localization
of the simple stimuli in our study is impaired due to device processing, that sounds from
everyday dynamic environments would be easier to localize.
We measured several vocoder listening conditions in people with normal hearing to
investigate how device issues might affect spatial hearing. One aspect that we did not address
was how the microphone positioning itself, without a specific speech processor, might affect
sound localization cues, and hence performance. As such, our data should be seen as a result
of a combination of device issues, including microphone position and processor properties.
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Figure 9. Promptness across azimuth for A) BB, B) HP and C) LP sounds. Open circles connected by lines denote
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Device-related Issues for Sound Localization
With veridical spatial cues present, normal-hearing listeners localize sound sources
accurately (i.e., with small systematic errors) and precisely (i.e., with low variability) because
of adequate binaural integration of the two monaural input streams.
Bilateral vocoders perturb the binaural and monaural localization cues considerably.
The position of the BTE microphones affect two important factors: the head shadow decreases,
which impacts the ILDs (Jones et al., 2016) and, because of its placement behind the pinnae,
direction-dependent spectral-shape cues are absent. The reduced ILDs may restrict the
azimuth response range, leading to deterioration in localization performance. ILDs may be
further corrupted by CI automatic gain controls, including Oticon Medical’s instantaneous
output compression. In our case the instantaneous output compression kneepoint was set
at 105 dB SPL and since the input levels were kept below this level both ears always had the
same fixed input/output gain relationship (Fig. 1B). In most CI systems this would not be the
case, and ILD cue corruption would occur due to automatic gain controls.
Furthermore, as current bilateral CI systems do not process temporal fine structure
accordingly, fine structure ITDs are not accurately conveyed either. As a result, the vocoder
devices create uncorrelated outputs across the ears (Fig. 2D). Additionally, the spectral
resolution of the device is relatively poor, as typically only a few physical electrodes (or
frequency bands) are operational (Loizou, 1998; Thakkar and Goupell, 2014; Fig. 2B,C). This
– together with the BTE microphone position – does not provide the necessary monaural
spectral-shape cues needed for sound localization in the vertical plane.
Interaural coherence is also reduced for unilateral-vocoder listening, because of the
discordant inputs for the vocoder-stimulated and normal-hearing ear. As a result, the ILDs
and ITDs are impoverished, making them inconsistent and poor localization cues. The low
binaural coherence could lead to a reweighing of the localization cues (Agterberg et al.,
2014; Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2007). For example, if monaural cues (spectral cues and
head-shadow cues) obtain a stronger weight for horizontal localization, performance on
the normal-hearing side will yield a better target-response relationship than on the CI side.
Similarly, monaural spectral-shape cues provide access to vertical localization on the normalhearing side, but the contralateral vocoder with its poor spectral resolution may interfere
with this capacity through binaural interactions in the central auditory system (Hofman and
Van Opstal, 2002; Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2005).
Sound Localization with Bilateral Vocoders
Generally, our results show that acute listening with bilateral vocoders (2CI) immediately
leads to a left-right response pattern in normal-hearing listeners. This is in line with the
results of horizontal localization with off-line vocoders (Jones et al., 2014). The access to
accurate spatial hearing is highly perturbed, with listeners primarily reporting sounds coming
either from the right or from the left (Fig. 5), albeit with a non-zero gain on each side. This
behavior might suggest that the perceived sound location is based on a judgment about
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which ear received the most intense sound. This localization strategy makes a comparison
possible between two different signals but leads to an inaccurate response. Typically, similar
response patterns have been reported for bilateral CI users (e.g., Jones et al., 2014; Kerber
and Seeber, 2012; Grieco-Calub and Litovsky, 2010).
Furthermore, vertical sound localization results in this listening condition is in line
with earlier studies showing that complete removal of spectral pinna cues in both ears
(e.g., Hofman et al., 1998; Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal 2005) abolishes sound elevation
localization in humans.
Together, these results suggest that perturbation of localization cues by the devices
prevents CI users from accurately and precisely localizing sounds. Thus, we would argue
that CI users with relatively unimpaired auditory pathways (e.g. little loss of spiral ganglion
neurons) and without significant implant issues (e.g. little electrode insertion trauma) might
have an improved sound localization performance if these device issues can be resolved.
Other issues that were not examined in this study, such as electrode depth mismatch and
spread of excitation (Francart and Wouters, 2007; Svirsky et al., 2015; Kan et al. 2013; Lu, et al.
2011; Goupell et al. 2013; Kan and Litovsky, 2015), need to be addressed as well.
Sound Localization with a Normal Hearing Ear and a Single Vocoder
When listening with a vocoder and a contralateral normal-hearing ear, listeners localize
sounds in the horizontal plane rather well on the non-vocoded side (Fig. 5, yellow),
suggesting that normal-hearing listeners can rely on monaural (spectral pinna) cues for
sound localization in the horizontal plane (see also Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2007). This
percept depends on target azimuth, suggesting a weighting of spectral-shape cues along the
horizontal plane. Since direction-dependent spectral cues are not present in the low-pass
stimuli, 1CI performance was generally worse in that particular frequency band for azimuth
localization.
Also, elevation performance decreased (Fig. 7, yellow). Previous studies have shown
that accurate vertical sound localization is not only based on ipsilateral monaural cues, but
is also the result of a binaural integration process (Hofman and Van Opstal, 2003; Morimoto,
2001; Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2005). The bilateral integration of spectral cues is affected
as soon as one of the bilateral input is removed (or perturbed), and its effect compromises
elevation performance on the non-perturbed side (Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2005).
Interestingly, the elevation response variability (Fig. 7B, yellow) seems to indicate that in
the 1CI condition listeners tend to have an elevation percept on the vocoded side in each
trial, although on average this percept is not accurate. To the authors’ knowledge, there are
no studies on single-sided deaf patients fitted with a CI that have quantified the effect of the
device on vertical sound localization.
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Response Promptness
We argue that the difficulty of the listening task is systematically reflected in the promptness
of the response. When binaural integration is accessible and accurate, a clear spatial percept
can be rapidly constructed. Thus, the head-orienting responses to the targets can be fast,
accurate, and precise. However, when the bilateral input is uncorrelated, and its binaural and
spectral cues are perturbed, sound localization becomes more difficult, requiring alternative
strategies to estimate the sound direction. When listeners listen through bilateral vocoders,
reaction times increase (Fig. 9, red), along with a deterioration in accuracy and precision
(Fig. 5, red). This effect is reduced when the auditory system exploits familiar acoustic cues,
such as the monaural spectral cues for the 1CI condition. In this case, stimuli presented on
the non-vocoded side elicit faster responses (Fig. 9, yellow). Still, the normal-hearing side is
affected by the lack of veridical binaural localization cues. The task (of responding as fast as
possible) is harder than during bilateral normal hearing, for which by far the shortest reaction
times were obtained (Fig. 9, blue).
Indeed, our results show that natural input (such as binaural fusion or monaural
spectral cues) leads to fast reaction times and accurate and precise responses. In contrast,
less-informative, confusing or ambiguous listening conditions lead to longer reaction times
and more localization errors. For example, LP stimuli elicit slower responses (Fig. 9C), which
could be attributed to the merely weak head shadow for low-frequency sounds and, therefore,
increased difficulty in utilizing a bilateral loudness comparison strategy as observed for BB
(Fig. 9A) and HP (Fig. 9B) sounds.
If the observed increment in reaction times reflects listening uncertainty, this might
have implications for the use of a CI in the single-sided deaf. Although these people have
slightly improved spatial hearing accuracy with their CI (Grossmann et al., 2016; Tavora-Vieira
et al., 2015; Zeitler et al., 2015), the impact of CI use on sound-localization reaction times
is unknown. These people might have increased reaction times, similar to our acute 1CI
condition. Despite clear CI benefits in speech perception and spatial hearing in simple, shortduration experiments, this aspect might actually reflect how much effort they need to invest
for listening in every-day life situations over longer periods of time (Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016;
Ohlenforst et al, 2017).
Note that lower promptness values (i.e., longer reaction times) were observed in the
central azimuth region in both the NH as well as the 2CI condition. This has been reported
in earlier studies (Frens & Van Opstal, 1995; Gabriel et al., 2010; Goldring et al., 1996; Populin,
2008) and is referred to as the eccentricity effect. As this seems to be a consistent effect across
several studies, it might be remarkable that it is not observed for the 1CI listening condition.
We would pose that the eccentricity effect is not imposed by the physical target location,
but rather by the intended response movement. As such, an eccentricity effect is observed if
promptness is binned on the basis of response eccentricity (not shown).
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Electrical vs. Acoustic Hearing
Electrical hearing in CI users differs fundamentally from acoustic hearing with a vocoder in
normal-hearing listeners. For example, due to current spread and a potentially degraded
auditory nerve, the effective number of frequency channels in a CI is typically less than 20.
Furthermore, due to sensorineural hearing impairment (loss of outer hair cells), the dynamic
range is severely impeded. Typically, an average electrical dynamic range is restricted to
about 10 dB (Wouters et al., 2015) leading to a much more limited ILD range to be exploited.
In bilateral cochlear implantation, insertion asymmetries between electrodes can
introduce strong perceptual differences across the ears (Svirsky et al., 2015). This produces
even less-correlated bilateral inputs, leading to more difficulties in binaural integration than
was observed in this study with bilateral, frequency-matched, vocoders (Goupell et al., 2013;
Hu & Dietz, 2015; Kan et al., 2013). Uncorrelated bilateral input is even more pronounced for
the single-sided deaf with a CI and one normal-hearing ear. This is why matching pitch and
loudness (Veugen et al., 2016a) may be very hard to achieve for bimodal CI users
Most of these additional factors can in principle be simulated with the real-time
vocoder. With this procedure, device-related issues and their impact on spatial hearing may
be addressed with a normal-hearing auditory system, thus eliminating as much as possible
highly variable, and often unknown, patient-related issues.
Acute vs. Chronic Effects
In our study, we created acutely perturbed listening conditions, in which listeners were tested
immediately after they were equipped with a 2CI or 1CI vocoder. Our data analysis indicates
an acute reweighting of the available localization cues (e.g. as observed in the 1CI condition)
as a strategy.
Although ILDs are the only possible veridical acoustic localization cue that can be
exploited while hearing through the vocoder, and even though these cues were strongly
perturbed as well, the learning brain might still be plastic enough to learn to use these cues,
provided they are consistent and unique (Hofman et al., 1998; Kumpik et al., 2010; Van Wanrooij
and Van Opstal, 2005). Thus, CI users might eventually learn to map these distorted cues to
veridical source locations in the horizontal plane. In this study, we did not investigate the
possibility of long-term learning, with potentially improved sound localization performance,
through the vocoder. Nevertheless, without the availability of spectral cues and ITDs, which
are congruent with the ILDs (as in natural sound fields), perceived source locations may
always remain unresolved, e.g. on the cone of confusion. Thus, we pose that spatial hearing
for CI users might be feasible - not with binaural hearing based on ILD processing alone – but
only if consistent, unambiguous spatial cue information is provided through the processors.
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Spatial hearing in the horizontal plane (azimuth angle) relies on binaural differences in arrival
time (interaural time differences, ITDs) or intensity (interaural level differences, ILDs; reviews
in Blauert, 1997; Schnupp et al., 2011; Van Opstal, 2016) of the acoustic input. The ILDs are
stronger, and are therefore more reliable, for high frequencies (>3 kHz), where the head
effectively attenuates the acoustic energy from the contralateral side. The ITDs are useful for
the lower frequencies (<1.5 kHz) as they become ambiguous when the pathlength differences
to the ears exceed the sound’s wavelength.
The ILD and ITD values do not change for all locations on the so-called ‘cone of
confusion’ (Blauert, 1997), and therefore need to be disambiguated by a third acoustic cue
that specifies the sound’s elevation angle in the median plane. In humans, this information
is provided by spectral-shape cues that arise from the direction-dependent filtering
properties of torso, head and pinnae (Oldfield and Parker, 1984; Wightman and Kistler, 1989;
Middlebrooks and Green, 1991; Hofman and Van Opstal, 1998; Carlile et al., 2005; Schnupp et
al., 2011; Van Opstal, 2016). These monaural spectral cues are predominantly present at high
frequencies (4-12 kHz), and require broad-band input to provide veridical location estimates
(Hofman and Van Opstal, 2002; Zonooz et al., 2019).
However, because the spectral input to the auditory system results from a convolution
between the source spectrum (unknown to the system) and the particular directiondependent pinna cues (also unknown to the system), the extraction of the elevation angle
from the sensory spectrum constitutes an ill-posed problem: infinitely many combinations of
source spectra and pinna cues can yield identical sensory spectra (Middlebrooks and Green,
1991; Hofman and Van Opstal, 1998). As a consequence, the auditory system can never be
sure about the true location of a sound on the basis of the acoustic cues alone. In other
words, without additional assumptions, veridical sound localization is impossible (Van
Opstal, 2016; Ege et al., 2018).
Yet, the auditory system of normal-hearing listeners can localize sounds with
remarkable accuracy and precision (Oldfield and Parker, 1984; Wightman and Kistler, 1989;
Middlebrooks and Green, 1991; Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997; Hofman and Van Opstal,
1998). It is therefore thought that the system makes use of additional sources of information
to infer the most likely location of a sound, and that the brain acquires knowledge about the
relevance or irrelevance of different sources of information through learning. This learning
is enabled by multisensory integration, and through sensorimotor interactions with the
environment, e.g. by active eye-head orienting responses to sounds (Knudsen and Knudsen,
1985; Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997; Hofman et al., 1998; Zwiers et al., 2003; Carlile and
Blackman, 2013; Baumgartner et al., 2014; Van Opstal, 2016).
Several experiments have shown that the human auditory system successfully adapts
to acute and long-term changes in the acoustic cues. For example, inserting molds in the
pinnae perturbs the spectral cues, but listeners can relearn, over the course of days to weeks,
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to interpret the new spectral cues provided by the molds (Hofman et al., 1998; Van Wanrooij
and Van Opstal, 2005; Carlile et al., 2014). Further, perturbing the binaural difference cues
by plugging one ear results in an acute reweighting of monaural acoustic contributions to
localization in the horizontal plane (Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2007; Kumpik et al., 2010).
These monaural cues are the perceived sound level (the head-shadow cue) and spectral pinna
cues at the hearing ear (Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2007). Interestingly, also people with
acquired unilateral hearing loss (Agterberg et al., 2012) and single-sided deaf (SSD) listeners
(Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2004) may use these same monaural cues for localization.
It is known that visual feedback in daily life plays a role in the spatial recalibration
of acoustic cues (Knudsen and Knudsen, 1985; Zwiers et al., 2003), but also mere repeated
exposure to band-limited sounds that contain poor spectral cues for elevation can improve
localization, even without explicit feedback (Zonooz et al., 2019).
Spatial learning, however, requires the presentation of consistent and unambiguous
acoustic cues. For example, when the inputs to the ears are artificially interchanged through
in-the-ear hearing aids, listeners cannot adapt to this situation to localize sounds in the
horizontal plane, as this manipulation causes inconsistent and unresolvable front-back
confusions whenever the head moves (Hofman et al., 2002).
In this paper, we addressed the question whether listeners with impaired hearing
employ similar adaptation mechanisms as listeners with normal hearing. To that end, we
studied sound-localization responses in the horizontal plane of listeners with different
hearing impairments and with different restorative hearing measures: chronic single-sided
deaf (SSD) listeners without restorative hearing, single-sided deaf (SSD) listeners with a
unilateral cochlear implant (CI), deaf listeners with a unilateral CI, and deaf listeners equipped
with bilateral CIs. To study the acute effects of a hearing impairment, normal-hearing (NH)
listeners received a unilateral plug with an additional muff, while for the bilateral CI users
one of the CIs was turned off, and also the CI of SSD listeners with CI was turned off. These
manipulations and restorative hearing measures are expected to pose different short-term
and long-term coping strategies for the auditory system for the different groups of listeners,
which depend on the quality and consistency of the remaining acoustic input, and on the
initial state of the listener.
To test for the presence of consistent and resolvable acoustic cues for spatial hearing
in the different groups of listeners, we also constructed feedforward artificial neural networks,
trained to localize broadband sounds of widely varying intensities in the horizontal plane,
on the basis of available monaural or binaural acoustic inputs of these listeners. In training
these networks, we simulated the impoverished spectral inputs provided by a CI, and thus
the adaptation to normal, acute and chronic monaural, and restored binaural hearing
conditions.
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METHODS

Subjects
Nine bilateral CI users (BICI; mean age: 44 yrs, range 15-69 yrs), nine unilateral CI users (UCI;
mean age: 40 yrs, range 16-73 yrs), three SSD listeners with a CI (SSD-CI; mean age: 36 yrs,
range 28-46 yrs) and nine normal-hearing (NH) control listeners (mean age: 35 yrs, range: 18
to 47 yrs) participated in this study. We also included data from a subgroup of six congenital
monaural SSD listeners (SSD) from Agterberg et al. (2014); this concerns listeners with a
normal-hearing ear and without any experience of a restorative hearing device (mean age:
29 yrs, range: 20 to 46 yrs).
Table A1 in the Appendix provides the general information of all listeners. CI subjects
were recruited and measured together with 5 NH controls in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Before
subjects were enrolled, the local medical ethical committee declared no objection to the
study, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants. All SSD listeners
from Agterberg et al. (2014) and 5 additional NH controls were measured in Nijmegen,
The Netherlands. None of the participants had any uncorrected visual disorder or motoric
disabilities. All participants were naïve to the purpose of the experiment.
Experimental setups
Three sound-localization set-ups were used, two in Nijmegen, and one in Buenos Aires. In
all experimental set-ups, speakers were not visible and head movements were recorded
and used as pointing method. The Nijmegen setups has been described in detail in Van
Bentum et al. (2017) and Bremen et al. (2010). Briefly, the experiment took place in a dark,
sound attenuated rooms. Listeners sat comfortably in the center of an arrangement of small
broad-band speakers (SC 5.9; Visaton; art. no. 8006, Visaton GmbH & Co KG, Haan, Germany)
spanning the frontal space. Head movements were recorded with a magnetic search-coil,
attached to the nose bridge of a lightweight spectacle frame. In these setups, 5 NH and 7
SSDs without a hearing device were measured.
The Buenos Aires set-up consisted of a soundproof booth (2.5x3.0x3.0m) in which
twenty loudspeakers (SP-HF160, Genius, Los Angeles, USA) were positioned every 7˚ over
a ±70˚ range in the horizontal plane. A black, acoustically transparent curtain covered the
speakers from the floor to the roof of the booth. During the sound-localization task, subjects
sat comfortably in a chair located 1.2 m from the speakers. Head movements were recorded
via a custom-made head tracker placed in a head-band. A laser-pointer was attached to the
head-tracker to provide visual feedback to the listener, by illuminating the pointed position
directly onto the curtain. In this localization setup, we measured 5 NH, 9 U-CI users, 9 BICI
users and 3 SSD-CI users.
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The setups were driven by custom-written MATLAB software (version R2015a, The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). In the Nijmegen lab, TDT Systems 3 data acquisition and
stimulus generation hardware (Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL, USA) controlled
sound play-back, and recorded head coil data. In the Buenos-Aires set-up, MATLAB software
controlled two sound cards of twelve channels each (Scarlett 18i20, Focusrite, High Wycombe,
UK) for sound reproduction. Head movements were digitally recorded with a sampling rate of
80 Hz from the USB output of the head-tracker.
The recorded head movements were calibrated to express the head orientation in
degrees. In the Buenos Aires setup, the custom head-tracker made use of a magnetometer
which sensed changes in magnetic field strength and its output was an azimuth angle (in
deg). External magnetic influences were accounted for as described in Kuipers (2002). In
Nijmegen, head movements were calibrated to azimuth and elevation angles (in deg), as
described in earlier studies from our group (Goossens et al., 1997; Van Barneveld and Van
Wanrooij, 2013).
Stimuli
The target sounds consisted of broadband Gaussian noise bursts (0.2 – 20 kHz) in both sound
localization setups. Stimulus duration was 150 ms with a 10 ms on-/offset ramping. They
were presented over a 20 dB range (50, 60, 70 dBA) and all targets were played randomly
interleaved. All speakers of the Buenos Aires setup were used as target locations (azimuth
±70˚ range, every 7˚). In Nijmegen, sound locations were selected randomly between and
including ±70˚ in azimuth and ±30˚ in elevation.
Experimental paradigm
Prior to the experiment, subjects were first familiarized with the experimental procedures
with a short practice session of up to fifteen trials. No feedback was provided about the
subject’s accuracy.
For the actual sound-localization experiment, subjects were instructed to look at the
fixation LED at the beginning of each trial. After pressing a button, the fixation LED was turned
off within 100-300 ms and the sound stimulus was presented 200 ms later. The subjects were
instructed to orient the head-fixed pointer as quickly and as accurately as possible to the
perceived sound location. Head movements were recorded for 2.5 s for CI users and SSD
listeners, and 1.5 s for the NH controls, after which the central fixation LED was automatically
turned on again to start the next trial.
Listening conditions
Listener groups were tested in various listening conditions (as shown in Table 1), of which
one was a condition with which they were experienced. Any other listening condition was
an acute (near-)monaural perturbation. The BICI users were tested with both their implants
turned on (bilaterally aided, experienced), and with their left or right CI turned off (acute;
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aUCI). Similarly, SSD-CI users were evaluated with (experienced) and without (acute) their CI
(aSSD). The chronic unilateral CI users (UCI) and SSD listeners (Agterberg et al., 2014) were
tested only in their monaural experienced condition. Normal-hearing listeners were tested
binaurally (experienced) and with one plugged, muffed ear to simulate an acute severe
monaural hearing loss (named here as acute unilateral NH; aUNH).
Table 1. Experimental listening conditions.
Listening condition
Experienced

Acute

NH

Binaural

Unilateral (plug)

BICI

Bilateral

Unilateral (left and right)

SSD-CI

Bilateral

Unilateral (SSD)

SSD

Unilateral

-

UCI

Unilateral

-

DATA ANALYSIS
Response position
Head movements were detected automatically using a custom-made Matlab script that
checked for head velocities exceeding 20˚/s. Onset and offset detection markings from the
program were visually checked off-line. The response position, or end-point, was determined
at the offset of the first head movement in the trial. For monaural conditions, the azimuth
angle was defined with the hearing side as positive. For other conditions, azimuth was
defined as positive for rightward angles.
Pooling
For graphical purposes, we pooled the response data from all subjects in each listener group
in the stimulus-response plots. While we are aware of individual performance differences
(e.g. Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2004; Agterberg et al. 2014; Veugen et al. 2016; Agterberg
et al. 2012), the general pattern of sound localization behavior was typically consistent within
listener groups. Thus, the pooled response data within each group was compared to the
neural network data (which was also pooled across repeated training sessions).
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Localization error
Sound-localization performance was assessed by determining the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) and the mean error (ME), defined as:
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With αr being the response azimuth (in degrees), αT the target azimuth (in degrees) and N
the number of stimuli. The RMSE is a measure of inaccuracy, and the ME is a measure of
response bias.
Furthermore, the linear dependence between the target and the response was
measured by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient. For all measures, mean and
95% confidence interval across subjects are reported.
Artificial Neural Networks
We constructed and trained three-layer feedforward artificial neural networks to localize
sounds on the basis of the available monaural or binaural spectral input cues of each listener
group.
Neural networks
We created five three-layer feedforward networks (Table 2) that incorporated the acoustic
input constraints for each listener group (cf. Table 1). The networks that simulated binaural
hearing (i.e. NH, SSD-CI, BICI), contained one hidden layer of 10 nonlinear neurons, and a
single linear output neuron (Fig. 1). The input vector consisted of 96 values, representing the
input tonotopy (2-8 kHz) of the right (neurons 1-48) and left (48-96) ears, or CI-devices. For
the two unilateral hearing simulations (SSD, UCI), the input vector contained 48 values of
one side only, while the hidden and output layers remained the same. The hidden units had
a sigmoid input-output transfer characteristic, and the output neuron was described by a
linear transfer function.
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Table 2. Neural networks used for listeners simulations.
Neural Network
Network group

Trained on input

Untrained input

ITE / ITE

- /ITE

CI / CI

- / CI

SSD-CI

CI / ITE

- / ITE

SSD

- / ITE

-

UCI

- / CI

-

Chapter 5

NH
BICI

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the neural network structure with bilateral inputs. Note that networks
with unilateral inputs do not contain input neurons 49-96. The hidden layer contains 10 neural units with a
sigmoid transfer function (σ) and the output layer only 1 linear neuron, the output of which represents the
network’s azimuth estimate. All neurons combine their inputs (here ai and zi, for the input nodes and hidden
neurons, respectively) with a set of coefficients, or weights (wij).
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Inputs
To create the inputs, we used an impulse-response library of in-the-ear (ITE) and behindthe-ear (BTE) microphone positions (Kayser et al., 2009). To simulate the CI microphone,
we selected the response from the BTE hearing aid’s frontal microphone (of the three
microphones in the hearing aid’s linear array). The library had a spatial resolution of 5° in
azimuth (covering 360˚) and four elevation angles: -10˚, 0˚, 10˚ and 20˚. The recordings
were made in an anechoic chamber with a source-head distance of 3 meters, using a KEMAR
head-and-torso simulator and Siemens Acuris hearing aids.
To simulate all tested listening conditions (see Table 2), we created two input sets:
one from a NH ear and one from a CI, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For each possible combination
of target azimuth (±75˚ in steps of 5˚; Tα), target elevation (from -10˚ to 20˚ in steps of 10˚;
Tε,), and sound level (from 45 dB to 70 dB SPL in unitary steps; L), broadband white-noise
sounds with duration 85 ms were freshly generated at a sampling rate of 48 kHz (Fig. 2A). Each
stimulus was scaled in amplitude according to its corresponding level, L, and convolved with
the KEMAR ear’s impulse response at the corresponding azimuth and elevation location, Tα
and Tε, and from the corresponding microphone positions (Fig. 2B,E). The impulse response
libraries for the ITE and BTE microphone positions were used to simulate the NH and CI
inputs, respectively (Fig. 2, NH and CI pathway).

Figure 2. Flow chart of the implemented processing chain for the NN input. Each stage is described in more
detail in the Methods section. Briefly, A) sounds were convolved with either the B) ITE, or the E) BTE impulse
response (IR) library for all levels, and target azimuths and elevations. The C,F) channel extraction stage
prepares the input vector for the neural network for both the NH and CI simulations.
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For the NH input, we transformed each ITE-convolved sound to the spectral domain
using a fast Fourier transform (Fig. 2C), discarded the phase information, and magnitude
information for frequencies below 2 and above 8 kHz. This yielded the 48 magnitude values
that were provided to the input layer of the neural network. This procedure removed any
temporal ITD information that might be present in binaural input sets, but left potential
spatial cues such as ILDs, head shadow and spectral pinna cues intact.
To create the CI input, we processed the BTE-convolved sounds with a 12-channel
CI signal simulation from the CI processor model of Kelvasa and Dietz (2015; Fig. 2F), using
continuous interleaved sampling (CIS; Wilson et al., 1993). The frequency bands of each
channel (in 2-8 kHz) are presented in Table 3. Threshold-current levels (TCLs), and maximumcurrent levels (MCLs) of the CI map were set to 100 and 200 current units (CU), respectively.
In order to have the same frequency range and number of channels for the NH and CI
simulations, 5 out of 12 high-frequency electrode channels remained, and the 48 computed
magnitudes were assigned to the nearest neighbor CI-channel (Fig. 2F).
Table 3. Center frequencies (FreqC), and high (FreqH) and low (FreqL) cutoff frequencies for each of the
Electrode
n˚

FreqL
(Hz)

FreqC
(Hz)

FreqH
(Hz)

8

1493

1841

2269

9

2197

2614

3109

10

3233

3711

4260

11

4757

5270

5838

12

7000

7483

8000
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5 electrodes used in the CI simulation.

To have similar amplitude ranges between the NH and CI simulations, the input values
were standardized by taking the z-score across all potential input values for each pathway
separately (3224 combinations by 48 frequency channels). Finally, normally distributed
noise with a standard deviation of 1.5 was added to the CI simulation input values, to ensure
similar response variability as for the behavioral data. Each network was simulated 100 times,
essentially simulating data for 100 different subjects.
Training
The networks were trained to reflect the listening condition with which each listener group
was experienced. The network weights and biases were trained according to the LevenbergMarquardt back-propagation algorithm. The input data for the network (as described above)
was divided into training data (70%), validation data (15%), and test data (15%) sets. The
validation data set is intended to prevent overfitting of the data during the training. The test
data set was not used during the training, and provided the sound-localization results of the
five network types for the listening condition.
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Acute
After training, the output for the 3 binaural network types (i.e. NH, SSD-CI, BICI) was determined
for monaural inputs to simulate acute monaural hearing. In these simulations, the input to
the left side was removed, thus including only the right-side information (see Table 2).
Analysis
Sound-localization performance by the neural networks was analyzed in the same way as the
behavioral experiments (see above).

RESULTS
Human sound-localization performance
Sound-localization performance was measured in the five listener groups, summarized
in Table 2. Fig. 3 illustrates the differences in sound-localization patterns for each listener
group (left-hand column), and the effects of acute monauralization for the three listener
groups with bilateral hearing (NH, BICI, SSD-CI; right-hand column). Normal-hearing listeners
localized sounds almost perfectly, with most responses lying on, or near, the identity line
(dotted diagonal; Fig. 3A). After plugging (and muffing) one ear, these listeners perceived
sounds exclusively towards the open, unplugged ear, as all responses ended on, or above,
the αr=0 line (Fig. 3B).
The bilateral CI users (Fig. 3C) were inaccurate in localizing BB sounds. Most responses
were on average not on target, but tended to be lateralized to the extreme left/right locations
(near -75 and +75 deg). Nevertheless, almost all responses were directed to the correct side.
Turning off one of their CIs (either left or right) had a similar effect as plugging the NH listeners:
all localization responses were directed to the contralateral, hearing side (Fig. 3D).
Single-sided deaf CI users localized sounds slightly worse than the bilateral CI users
(Fig. 3E, SSD-CI), as they often incorrectly perceived sounds on the side opposite to the source
location. This was more prominent on the CI side (αT < 0˚), for which 38% (37 of 97) of the
responses were incorrectly located towards the side of the normal-hearing ear. After turning
off their CI, their responses were mostly lateralized to their normal-hearing ear (Fig. 3F, aSSD),
similar to the acute monaural listening conditions of the NH and BICI users. However, some
responses were still (erroneously) perceived on the CI side, while sounds on the hearing side
were relatively accurately perceived (as indicated by the larger, darker dots near the diagonal
line for αT > 0 deg).
In stark contrast to the behavior of the SSC-CI listeners were the results from the
single-sided deaf group, who had never used a CI (Fig. 3G, SSD). Even though the acoustic
input was exactly the same for SSD and aSSD listening (i.e. monaural normal-hearing input
for both), the former performed considerably better than the latter. This implies that longterm SSD listeners had learned to localize sounds on the basis of monaural (spectral) cues.
Still, their response variability was larger, predominantly on the deaf side, and especially
when compared to NH listeners (cf. Fig. 3A).
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Figure 3. Human sound localization behavior. Bubble graphs, showing the stimulus-response relationships for
each listener group under familiar (left) and acutely perturbed listening (right): A,B) normal-hearing, NH, C,D)
bilateral CI users, BICI, E,F) single-sided deaf CI users, SSD-CI, G) single-sided deaf SSD, and H) unilateral CI users,
UCI. Both gray scale and dot size represent the number of occurrences of stimulus-response combinations, with
darker and larger dots indicating a larger number. A perfect stimulus-response relationship is represented by
the dotted diagonal line, αr=αT. Symbols represent the hearing inputs for the listener groups: 1 or 2 ears indicate
listener groups with unilateral or bilateral hearing input, respectively, and electrical hearing is illustrated by a
schematic grayscale representation of a CI. For each listener group, the number of participants (n) is indicated.
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The ability to localize sounds by unilateral CI users (Fig. 3H, UCI) was poor, and was
more akin to that of the acute monaural NH listeners (cf. Fig. 3B) and bilateral aUCI users
(cf. Fig. 3D); sounds tended to be perceived on the hearing side with no stimulus-response
relationship (Fig. 3H). However, unlike the NH and aUCI groups, some of the UCI responses
were directed towards the deaf side, indicating a smaller response bias. Later in the Results
section, we will relate the observed response variability among listening groups to the effects
of sound level (which is not visualized in Fig. 3).
In summary, the observed sound-localization patterns were unique for each listener
group. Listeners perceived sounds from a wide range of source locations (a maximum range
from -90 to +90 deg in Fig. 3A,C,E; and a minimum range from +15 to +90 deg in Fig. 3C),
although the percepts did often not correlate with the actual source locations at all (Fig. 3H,
UCI). As the sound localization cues vary across listener groups, the question arises whether
one can understand the observed localization patterns from the available acoustic cues.
Moreover, since response behaviors could differ substantially for identical acoustic inputs
(Fig. 3F and G, aSSD vs. SSD), one may wonder whether long-term exposure to particular
cues matters. To further study these questions, we now analyze the results obtained from the
different neural network models.
Neural Networks
The results of the trained NNs (n=100 per condition; see Methods) are shown in Fig. 4. Overall,
the results qualitatively resemble the measured data from CI users and normal-hearing
listeners.
When the networks were trained with ITE inputs, to simulate NH listening, the network
responses clustered around the main diagonal (Fig. 4A). When providing only one input to
simulate monaural hearing, a strong bias to the unperturbed side became evident (Fig. 4B).
However, targets on the plugged side could still yield responses to that side, albeit at low
reliability (low r2).
The network trained with bilateral CIs showed a poorer target-response relationship
than the NH model (Fig. 4C). The output of this network resembled an S-shaped localization
pattern with responses clustered more around the target-range edges (±75˚). The simulation
of aUCI listening resulted in a strong bias to the listening side, with increased response
variability for targets on the CI-off side (Fig. 4D).
The simulation of SSD-CI listening yielded a nearly linear target-response relationship
without apparent differences between the NH and the CI side (Fig. 4E). Response variability
was slightly increased compared to the NH simulation (cf. Fig. 4A). Localization responses of
the SSD-CI network in the acute CI-off condition were biased towards the NH side (Fig. 4F).
Furthermore, the variability on the deafened side exceeded that on the NH side.
The two monaurally-trained networks exhibited different localization patterns. The
SSD network was trained with the ITE monaural input, and yielded an accurate, yet imprecise
response pattern (Fig. 4G). The CI network was trained with the CI-processed BTE monaural
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input, and yielded an inaccurate response pattern (Fig. 4H). Unlike the responses from the
acute monaural conditions (Figs. 4B,D and F), neither of the monaurally-trained networks
exhibited a response bias.

Figure 4. Neural Networks localization outputs. Azimuth stimulus-response relationship for all simulated
networks, pooled per group (n=100): A,B) normal-hearing NH, and plugged; C,D) bilateral CI BICI, and one CI
off; E,F) single-sided deaf with CI, SSD-CI, and CI off; G) single-sided deaf, SSD, and H) unilateral CI, UCI. Same
format as in Figure 3.
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Behavioral and Neural Network Comparison
To quantify the localization performance per group, we computed the coefficient of
determination from the stimulus-response correlation (r2) as a measure for precision, the
RMSE (Eq. 1) as a measure for overall localization error, and the ME (Eq. 2) as a measure
of response bias (see Methods). These three measures are shown in Fig. 5 for all listening
conditions and groups, both for the human listeners (left column) and for the neural networks
(right column).

Figure 5. Overall results for the hearing conditions from all listener groups and NNs. The edges of the box are the
25th and 75th percentiles and the central mark indicates the median. The whiskers extend to the most extreme
data points, and outliers are individually plotted as small crosses. Note that, despite quantitative differences,
the overall patterns for participants and NNs are qualitatively similar.
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Behavioral data
The NH listeners had an almost perfect stimulus-response relationship (r2 ≈ 1; Fig. 5A), with
small absolute errors (RMSE = 7 ± 1.0˚; Fig. 5C) and no response bias (ME = 0 ± 1.6˚; Fig. 5E).
With a plug and muff on one side (aUNH), their localization errors increased dramatically
(r2 = 0.07 ± 0.08, and an RMSE = 76 ± 7.8˚; Fig. 5A and C, respectively), together with a large
expected bias towards the free ear (ME = 56 ± 10.2˚; Fig. 5E). Thus, the correlation for the
stimulus-response relationship dropped from nearly 1 to about 0 when imposing acute
unilateral listening (Fig. 5A).
Sound localization of the BICI users was quite accurate and precise on both sides
2
(r = 0.81 ± 0.06; Fig. 5A), yielding an RMSE of 28 ± 8.2˚ (Fig. 5C). The responses did not show a
significant bias (ME = 0 ± 4.5˚; Fig. 5E). However, in the acute unilateral CI listening condition,
the RMSE increased strongly to 82 ± 4.4˚ (Fig. 5C) with a pronounced bias towards the hearing
side of 68 ± 7.2˚ (Fig. 5E), and an insignificant stimulus-response relationship (r2 ≈ 0; Fig. 5A).
The SSD-CI performance was inferior to that of the BICI listeners: more variability,
with a lower coefficient of determination (r2 = 0.62 ± 0.29; Fig. 5A), poorer accuracy with a
larger RMSE (39 ± 19.8˚; Fig. 5C), and a response bias with a tendency towards the NH side
(a positive ME = 19 ± 14.3˚; Fig. 5E). When hearing without the CI (i.e., ‘acute’ SSD listening),
these listeners yielded larger localization errors (60 ± 23.9˚; Fig. 5C) with a stronger bias to
the NH ear (44 ± 19.9˚; Fig. 5E). The response data also showed increased variability in the
stimulus-response relationship, with r2 = 0.25 ± 0.32 (Fig. 5A).
Monaural SSD listeners had similar response accuracy as the SSD-CI listeners with an
azimuth RMSE of 35 ± 8.7˚ (Fig. 5C), but with a smaller bias towards the free ear (4 ± 16.8˚;
Fig. 5E). The use of monaural spectral cues allowed them to reach reasonably precise azimuth
performance (r2 = 0.60 ± 0.22; Fig. 5A).
Finally, the unilateral CI listeners reached the largest localization errors at RMSE = 55
± 6.1˚ (Fig. 5C) and a bias towards the CI side with an ME of 23 ± 17.5˚ (Fig. 5E) and lacking a
significant stimulus-response relationship (r2 = 0.03 ± 0.03; Fig. 5A).
Neural Network
When training the networks with NH inputs, the stimulus-response relationship was as high
as in the behavioral data (r2 ≈ 0.97; Fig. 5B), yielding a low RSME of 7 ± 0.2˚ (Fig. 5D) and
no bias with an ME around of 0 ± 0.1˚ (Fig. 5F). When presenting only single-ear inputs to
the ‘binaurally’ trained network, the results showed a reduced, but significant, stimulusresponse relationship (r2 ≈ 0.6; Fig. 5B), with a clear bias to the free ear (ME: 25 ± 0.4˚; Fig. 5F),
and an RSME that had increased to 38 ± 0.3˚ (Fig. 5D). These model results thus provided
better monaural localization performance than was measured in the listeners.
The output of the BICI network presented a slightly worse target-response relationship
2
(r ≈ 0.82; Fig. 5B), an RSME of 20 ± 0.3˚ (Fig. 5D), and absence of a bias, as evidenced by
a ME of 0 ± 0.3˚ (Fig. 5F). When this network was evaluated with only single-ear input, the
output yielded a strong bias (ME = 58 ± 0.8˚; Fig. 5F) with large localization errors (r2 ≈ 0.1 and
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RSME = 72 ± 0.6˚; Fig. 5B and D, respectively). Both simulation results agreed well with the
listeners behaviors.
Simulations of SSD listeners with a CI, resulted in a RSME of 13 ± 0.2˚ (Fig. 5D), a
stimulus-response relationship with r2= 0.92 (Fig. 5B) and practically no tendency to either
side (ME = 0 ± 0.2˚; Fig. 5F). This performance was better than observed in the listeners.
After removing the CI input, thus imposing pure SSD hearing, the network’s output showed
a reduced target-response relation (r2 = 0.60 ± 0.01; Fig. 5B) with a larger RSME (51 ± 0.7;
Fig. 5D) and a bias to the NH ear (ME = 42 ± 1.0˚; Fig. 5F), which agreed well to the behavior
of the SSD-CI listeners.
The output of the unilateral SSD network showed a pattern with RSME of 21 ± 0.2˚
(Fig. 5D), a stimulus-response relationship with r2= 0.78 (Fig. 5B), and no tendency towards
the normal-hearing side (ME = 0 ± 0.3˚; Fig. 5F), as also observed in the human participants.
Finally, the UCI network showed inferior localization performance (r2 ≈ 0.15; Fig. 5B), with a
larger RSME of 42 ± 0.3˚ (Fig. 5D), but no noticeable bias to either side (ME = 0 ± 0.7˚; Fig. 5F).
These results were slightly better than observed in the patients.
Taken together, the simulation results for NH, BICI, aUCI, aSSD and SSD hearing were
quite comparable to the observed human behaviors, while the networks for aUNH, SSD-CI,
and UCI performed slightly better than the human participants. Indeed, the correlations
between human data and network results for all eight hearing conditions were high for all
three performance parameters, r2 (r=0.88), RMSE (r=0.88), and ME (r=0.89).
Level-dependent sound localization
In cases where the binaural cues were perturbed or absent, alternative monaural sound
localization strategies might be invoked, e.g., the use of (ambiguous) level cues provided by
the head-shadow. This would show in the results as a systematic dependence of the soundlocalization bias on sound level. To study this effect, we calculated the ME for each sound
level separately for all listener groups (Fig. 6) and neural networks (Fig. 7).
Behavioral data
With bilateral input present (i.e. for NH, BICI, and SSD-CI hearing), we observed no systematic
level dependency (Fig. 6A). In the acute monaural listening condition (i.e. aUNH, aUCI, aSSD
hearing), sound localization seems to be based on the perturbed ILD cues (which are now
extremely unbalanced) rather than on the monaural head-shadow cue: the response bias
is directed to the hearing ear, while dependence on sound level was minor or negligible
(Fig. 6B). In contrast, the response bias for chronic monaural listening (i.e., SSD, UCI hearing)
systematically changed as a function of sound level (Fig. 6C). Responses for both unilateral
experienced were biased to the hearing side for the highest sound level, and responses were
more centered, or slightly biased towards the deaf ear, at the lowest presented sound levels.
This response behavior seems to reflect a learned localization strategy that is based on using
the head-shadow.
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Neural Networks
In line with the behavioral data (Fig. 6A), the simulations for the binaural hearing conditions
did not result in a sound level dependency (ME ≈ 0˚ for all listening conditions; Fig. 7A). In
contrast, all acute unilateral networks yielded a clear tendency towards the corresponding
hearing side (Fig. 7B), together with a small sensitivity for sound level. The aUCI network
showed the strongest biases for all intensities with 62˚ for 70 dB and 44˚ for 45 dB. The aSSD
network, resulted in a similar pattern, ranging from 53˚ for 70 dB down to 26˚ for 45 dB.
The level effect was strongest in the aUNH simulations, where the highest intensity reached
a bias of 47˚ and only 1˚ for 45 dB. The chronic unilateral networks showed the strongest
level tendency (Fig. 7C), like observed for the human listeners (Fig. 6C). In the SSD and UCI
networks the low-intensity stimuli yielded responses towards the deafened side, while for the
highest intensities responses were directed to the hearing side. Like in the human data, both
hearing conditions yielded quite similar level-dependent response biases.
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Figure 6. Mean error (ME) sound-localization bias (in deg) as a function of sound level for all listener groups.
Shadowed areas indicate 95% confidence intervals. A) Bilateral listener groups under bilateral listening are
not affected by sound level. B) Under acute monauralization, these listeners still hardly rely on sound level, as
there is only a weak correlation. C) Listeners with exclusively unilateral hearing experience were systematically
affected by sound level, indicating their use of the head-shadow effect for the estimation of source azimuth.
Note that SSD listeners had been measured for 45, 55 and 65 dB (see Agterberg et al., 2014).
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Figure 7. Results of the sound localization bias (ME) as a function of sound level for all neural networks. Shadowed
area indicates 95% confidence intervals. Results qualitatively resemble those of the human participants.

DISCUSSION
Summary
We here observe that different hearing impairments and different monaural listening
conditions yield different localization patterns, suggesting a strong relation with the
availability of binaural and monaural spatial cues. The different localization patterns
depended on whether or not listeners had long-term experience with the cues.
This study also shows that the use of neural-networks may provide a valuable tool to
assess potential sound-localization performance for a variety of hearing impairments. The
variation in sound-localization response patterns and the learned auditory spatial cues were
also reflected in our simulations.
The behavioral data and neural network simulations both indicate that it is possible
to learn to map the acoustic cues to veridical spatial locations. Listeners always have a spatial
percept even if the available cues lead to large errors, and the performed neural-network
simulations suggest that this is in line with an error minimization strategy. Furthermore, in
the network this optimal strategy is based on minimizing errors using all information, even
when the cue is ambiguous in particular conditions.
Unilateral experienced vs imposed unilateral
The experienced monaural listeners (SSD, UCI) demonstrated different sound-localization
patterns than acute unilateral hearing of experienced bilateral listeners (NH, BICI, SSD-CI). The
acute unilateral listening condition of NH and SSD-CI immediately revealed the contribution
of the hidden monaural spectral and level cue-representations to sound localization, as soon
as the highly dominant binaural difference cues (ITDs and ILDs) were removed. The aUCI
listeners could only use the ambiguous monaural level cue. Clearly, these monaural cues were
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not sufficient to reach veridical localization performance, since responses typically yielded a
considerable bias towards the hearing side, with a large variability (low r2) (see Fig. 3B,D,F
and Fig. 6B). This suggests that their level-dependent responses might in fact be interpreted
as the use of (heavily perturbed) ILDs. In contrast, the congenital SSD listeners with longterm exposure to these monaural cues had little or no response bias and a better localization
precision. According to previous studies (Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2004, Agterberg et al.
2014), some SSD listeners are able to successfully learn to use the spectral-pinna cues of their
hearing ear for localizing azimuth, which becomes apparent after removing these cues with
a pinna mold in their hearing ear. This strategy enabled them to locate broadband sounds
more accurately than other unilateral listeners (including the experienced UCI group).
Yet, it is worthwhile to wonder whether the monaural spectral-shape cues would
suffice for localization and sound-source segregation in everyday environments, in which the
acoustic dynamics of such cues might not be as easy to interpret as in a simple laboratory
room. This complex acoustic problem might be the reason as to why many SSD listeners
prefer to receive a CI in their deaf ear to restore binaural hearing. However, a comparison
of the SSD-CI and SSD groups in Figs. 3E and G, and in the simulated data of Figs. 4E and G,
raises the question whether a CI will benefit sound-source localization performance of the
SSD group.
The UCI listeners yielded a different localization pattern when compared to the aUCI
group (see Fig. 4H and D, respectively), which also suggests that the former used a different
strategy. Although the monaural spectral-pinna cues were virtually absent for these listeners
because of the BTE microphone position, in combination with very poor spectral resolution,
they appeared to use perceived sound level as a potential cue for the sound’s azimuth
direction (in line with Luntz et al., 2005).
Various studies have reported benefits of bilateral over unilateral fitting, by imposing
an acute unilateral listening condition, by turning off one CI in bilateral CI users (Van Hoesel
and Tyler, 2003; Grantham et al., 2007; Litovsky et al., 2009; Grieco-Calub and Litovsky, 2010;
Nopp et al., 2004; Verschuur et al., 2005; Asp et al., 2012) or in implanted SSD listeners (Litovsky
et al., 2018; Galvin et la., 2018). Our data suggest that the acute unilateral listening condition
does not reflect the potential of experienced monaural listeners. One has to consider the
ability to learn to use monaural cues in these patients, and as such a comparison to listeners
experienced with monaural hearing would be strongly preferred. Thus, the notion to implant
congenital SSD listeners with a CI should not be taken as an automatic advice.
Neural network outputs and behavioral data
Qualitatively, the results from the neural network simulations resembled the listeners’
performance quite well, but not perfectly. For example, the response variability of the
networks, based on 100 simulations, was typically much lower than seen in the listeners’
performance. To better approach the localization behavior of CI users, more added noise
on the provided cues may be required. This need for increased noise levels might be due to
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acoustic device-related, and non-acoustic patient-related issues, which were not included
in the present simulations. For example, the channel interactions along the electrode array,
due to spread of the electric fields, would deteriorate the already low spectral resolution
for the auditory nerve even further (Bierer and Litvak, 2016; Tang et al., 2011). In addition,
the status of the impaired auditory nerve (e.g., some potential residual hearing) might
also impact the patient’s sound perception and, therefore, binaural or monaural sound
localization. Additionally, we trained the networks with relatively straightforward, single,
static, broadband sounds that differs from the typical complex sound-fields to which listeners
are exposed in their everyday life. These different factors might explain the much smaller
idiosyncratic variability of the neural network data (see, e.g. Fig. 5).
The unilaterally trained networks and the human localization data both show a
similar systematic relation between sound level and response bias (Figs. 6C and 7C). This
result suggests that experience plays a similar role in the neural networks as for monaural
human listeners. In contrast, for the acute unilateral listening conditions, listeners (Fig. 6B)
showed a strong bias towards the hearing side, that was mostly independent of level. The
same tendency is present in the neural networks, but depended slightly on sound level (Fig.
7B). This finding highlights two important points: i) even with impoverished monaural input
from the CI, it is possible to extract cues for localization, and, ii) the network data indicate the
potential strength of the monaural level cue.
As also previous studies have shown, these results suggest that the use of spectral
cues is not only based on ipsilateral monaural cues but also part of a binaural integration
process (Hofman and Van Opstal, 2003; Morimoto, 2001; Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2005).
Furthermore, the output of the unilateral plug networks is highly comparable to other acute
localization studies with normal-hearing listeners (e.g., Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2007).
The SSD-CI network yielded good localization performance (Fig. 4C). Despite the
absence of spectral input from the CI side, the NH input may have fused the available
monaural spectral and bilateral difference cues to achieve optimal localization performance.
Conversely, the larger stimulus-response variability observed in SSD-CI listeners, could be
related to a lack of fusing these two different inputs (Fig. 3C), and/or to the other CI-related
factors discussed above. Even long-term experience may not relieve these issues, due to the
fundamental differences of the two input streams (Fitzgerald et al., 2015).
Despite the discussed differences, we argue that the neural networks resemble their
human counterparts quite well. By improving the networks simulations, this approach might
enable one to predict how new devices and processing strategies affect spatial hearing.
The strategy to minimize errors by the network, together with comparable performance of
hearing impaired listeners, indicates that the auditory brain is sufficiently plastic to learn and
interpret any remaining, consistent sound-localization cues.
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APPENDIX
Table A1. Demographic and general information about subjects.
Age at imp.
(R / L)

CI Audio-processor
(R / L)

Etiology

BICI1

54

40 / 40

CP810 / CP810

Meningitis

BICI2

69

65 / 63

CP810 / CP810

Unknown

BICI2

69

65 / 63

CP810 / CP810

Unknown

BICI3

35

10 / 6

Opus 2 / Rondo

Connexin 26 and 30

BICI4

39

19 / 22

Rondo / Rondo

Parotitis

BICI5

15

10 / 10

CP810 / CP810

Unknown

BICI6

29

22 / 22

Opus 2 / Opus 2

Unknown

BICI7

22

4/6

Opus 2 / Opus 2

Ototoxic

BICI8

57

48 / 50

CP910 / CP810

Unknown

BICI9

50

48 / 47

Opus 2 / Opus 2

Unknown

UCI1

47

- / 43

- / CP810

Rubella

UCI2

73

- / 71

- / CP910

Unknown

UCI3

16

2/-

Opus 2 / -

Unknown

UCI4

31

- / 23

- / Opus 2

Genetic

UCI5

16

7/-

Opus 2 / -

Genetic

UCI6

62

59 / -

Harmony / -

Unknown

UCI7

29

- / 23

- / Rondo

Unknown

UCI8

66

57 / -

Opus 2 / -

Unknown

UCI9

23

15 / -

CP810 / -

Unknown

SSDCI1

46

44 / -

CP810 / -

Unknown

SSDCI2

28

21 / -

Opus 2 / -

Sudden HL

SSDCI3

33

26 / -

Rondo / -

Sudden HL

SSD1

32

-

-

Congenital

SSD2

22

-

-

Congenital

SSD3

22

-

-

Congenital

SSD4

24

-

-

Congenital

SSD5

46

-

-

Congenital

SSD6

20

-

-

Congenital
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Age at test
(years)

123
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General Discussion
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The aim of this thesis was to assess how individuals are using at least one cochlear implant
(CI) to localize sounds with perturbed - or even absent - binaural spatial cues (Chapters 2, 3,
4, and 5). Based on the available acoustic cues, we assessed how accurate and precise sound
localization can be for normal hearing individuals and different groups of CI users (Chapter
5) by training shallow neural networks to do this task. Here, I discuss the main findings and
future implications of this thesis. By following the order of the chapters, I will first show that
perturbed binaural cues still enable bilateral CI users to localize sounds in azimuth above
chance-level (Chapter 2), that an improvement in temporal cues for bilateral CI users can
lead to less errors (Chapter 3), that monaural cues reduce localization errors when binaural
cues are perturbed in normal-hearing individuals (Chapter 4), and that the localization
performance is the best one can do (Chapter 5). In other words, sound localization is optimal
in all groups’ studies, with optimal being defined as having the smallest errors possible by
maximally exploiting the available spatial cue. Also, I will lay out the evidence that experience
plays an important role (Chapters 2, 4 and 5).
In Chapters 2, 3 and 5, we addressed the spatial hearing performance of bilateral
CI users. Despite the perturbation provoked by the devices on the sound localization
cues, bilateral CI users localized azimuth target sounds with specific, not random and
consistent patterns. As expected, elevation performance does show responses which are not
correspondent to stimulus as monaural-spectral pinna cues are completely abolished by the
CI. Our analysis for sound localization includes the complete target-response relationship to
comprehend how the input (the cues) corresponds to the output (localization responses).
This approach might enable us to extract the underlying, hidden mechanisms of their sound
localization strategies rather than analyze their overall performance based on an average
error measure. This particular point, will be also addressed later in Chapter 5, where these
hidden mechanisms are further explored and modeled.
The bilateral CI users in Chapter 2 do not change their localization pattern over the
course of one year. This suggest that near-immediate cue weighing happens (<3 months of
CI experience) and no adaptation is required. If this occurs acutely, one could argue that
providing those CIs to normal-hearing listeners will perturbed cues, which might lead to a
similar level of performance (saving the differences in hearing impairment). This particular
question is also addressed in Chapter 4 and discussed further in the text.
An additional feature evaluated in Chapter 3 was the attempt to restore the temporalfine structure of the acoustic input for some of these individuals. Overall, the group evaluated
in this study showed the same pattern as in Chapter 2 (even at 3 months post-implantation)
and 5. Additionally, some CI users seem to have higher ITD sensitivity with the fine-structure
processing (FSP), and a clearer stimulus-response relationship for low-pass frequency sounds
than others. This suggest that when more cues are provided and robustly represented,
individuals might be able to exploit them.
To study the device-related issues of the CI processing on the spatial cues, normalhearing individuals listened through a real-time CI vocoder (Chapter 4). This novel approach
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helps to evaluate sound localization performance in healthy auditory pathways, and
associate the results with the available spatial cues. Bilateral vocoder simulations resulted
in similar localization patterns as the observed bilateral CI users in Chapter 2, 3 and 5. Since
localization seems to be acutely optimal, meaning that localization error is minimal, our data
suggest that longer experience will not lead to a better sound localization performance.
In single-sided deafness (SSD), the only way to restore bilateral hearing is with the help
of a CI on the impaired ear. As an attempt to simulate this listening condition in normal-hearing
listeners, we stimulated one ear with a real-time vocoder while leaving the contralateral ear
open (Chapter 4). In this acute condition, a bias towards the normal-hearing hemifield was
apparent. Furthermore, they demonstrated the use of monaural-spectral pinna cues for
sound azimuth localization evidenced by a better performance on the open ear. This pattern
differs to the actual SSD-CI users who had longer experience with electrical hearing, since this
bias is practically absent (Chapter 5). Such adaptation suggests that experience does play an
important role, particularly when sound localization is not yet optimal.
In Chapter 5, we attempted to see whether localization errors are minimal given the
cues for bilateral and unilateral CI users, and SSD-CI users, by training neural networks on
the spatial cues. Owing that the networks exploit the presented cues to the maximal of their
possibilities, and that simulated response patterns are similar to actual behavioral responses,
we can argue that this supports that CI users also optimally exploit the available cues.

OPTIMAL SPATIAL HEARING
When optimal sound localization is reached, there is no longer room for improvement.
However, learning and adaptation is a continuous process, even when this is not evident in
the results. Our data suggest that for bilateral IC users (Chapter 2, 3 and 5) the cues and the
interpretations thereof do not leave room for improvement. Therefore, we do not observe
learning in this group (although, note that some of the responses in Chapter 2 varies in
each session but within the same localization pattern). I argue that their localization errors
are already minimal, in other words they reached optimal sound localization. Conversely,
the errors are not minimal for acute SSD-CI users. Since pinna cues can be immediately
reweighted for azimuth sound localization (Chapter 4), adaptation seems to consist of a
removal of a systematic localization bias.
Optimal sound localization does not equate to perfect performance. This is merely
associated to available spatial cues and the representation of sounds in the auditory
environment. In cases where sound localization is not yet optimal (e.g. SSD-CI simulations
in Chapter 4), experience can close that gap by learning to interpret the information present
within the cues.
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When sound localization cues are not yet optimally exploited, the learning brain shows
enough plasticity to adapt. The main goal of this adaptation, is to better extract information
from the available cues with the help of experience.
In Chapter 5 we measured and modeled sound localization behaviour of different
listener’s groups and study the effect of acute monaural listening. We observed a clear
difference in sound localization patterns which strongly depends on the experience of the
available cues. This is of importance in studies that evaluate new processing stages or
stimulation protocols with hearing devices. Often, the literature reports a benefit by imposing
an acute hearing condition (e.g., bilateral CI vs right-left CI performance; Van Hoesel and
Tyler, 2003; Grantham et al., 2007; Litovsky et al., 2009; Grieco-Calub and Litovsky, 2010; Nopp
et al., 2004; Verschuur et al., 2005; Asp et al., 2012). This approach creates an acute listening
condition which is not the one the listeners are used to, yielding a bigger performance gap.
Similarly, our results in Chapter 4 showed that when listening with one normal-hearing ear
and a contralateral vocoder a reweighting of the monaural-spectral cues for horizontal sound
localization was performed. This was also an effect of an acute listening condition, since real
SSD-CI users might learn to exploit potential ILDs between the normal and the electricalhearing ear (Litovsky et al., 2018; Galvin et al., 2018).
One other important implication of the experience-related hearing is associated
to the new lines of research that aims to automatized devices’ configurations based on,
for example, electroencephalography (EEG) recordings (Fiedler et al., 2016). If the device is
constantly changing the input to the auditory pathway, it may prevent the user to fully exploit
the available cues and, therefore, limit listener outcomes.
In summary, our studies show that bilateral hearing (i.e., bilateral CI or SSD-CI), should aim
for consistent, unambiguous, spectral, temporal and intensity cues to provide optimal
and unique acoustic information. Only this way, the auditory system may learn to process
and optimally integrate these cues and to map them into a representation of the acoustic
environment.

FUTURE RESEARCH
Bilateral CIs
Current technology allows to link bilateral devices wirelessly, enabling communication and
sharing of information between devices. In my studies, devices were not linked, potentially
perturbing the binaural localization cues. Novel binaural stimulation algorithms could be
developed to synchronize the CI processor clocks in a way that improve the binaural spatial
information contained in ITDs for bilateral CI users. Something I did not address in this thesis
(but see Ausili and Diets, 2018), was that certain features of single-CI processing in bilateral
users actually degrade the spatial cues. For example, automatic gain control combined
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with electrode selection may actually invert the ILDs. In order to improve spatial hearing in
individuals using linked CIs, the coupling of unilateral processing strategies should make
sure that perturbations of spatial cues is minimized.
Single-sided deafness with a CI
A CI enables bilateral hearing in individuals with one functioning ear. Reported benefits
include reduction of head shadow and improved sound detection and single-sided deaf CI
users typically prefer using their device. At the same time, spatial hearing does not always
improve (Chapter 5, Figure 4), and one has to wonder whether the combined acoustic and
electrical hearing (bimodal hearing) might even be detrimental to some aspects of auditory
perception (e.g. does the CI perturb the sound elevation localization of the normal-hearing
side? cf. Chapter 4, Figure 7). The addition of a new mode of hearing that delivers electrical
information, that might be poor, incomprehensible and conflicting with acoustic information
from the normal-hearing ear, might also make listening more effortful. In certain listening
situations, the single-sided deaf CI users might need to ignore the CI input to focus on the
acoustic input from the healthy ear. To be able to have an objective measure of listening
effort in single-sided deaf CI users, I would propose to study pupil diameter changes while
these individuals try to recognize speech in noisy conditions. Preliminary results (Ausili et al.,
2018) suggest that accuracy in speech-in-noise recognition is not affected by a CI, but that
listening effort is increased.
Personalized spatial cues
Although we did measure different listening conditions along our studies, not all device
issues that affect spatial cues were addressed in detail (e.g., the effect of microphone
position). Quantifying all possible perturbations will add crucial information to relate the
available cues with performance. However, we do observe variation in localization accuracy
even within groups (Chapter 5, Figure 5).
I believe that we need to better quantify the individual spatial cues to allow for a
better and personalized treatment. By including patient-related variables and adapting
fitting procedures to reach true binaural hearing, CI users might benefit and improve they
spatial hearing performance (e.g., Brown, 2018). Only through this approach, the optimal
presentation and best performance possible could be reached by each CI users.
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Our objective in this study was to evaluate the potential development of spatial hearing
abilities of bilateral cochlear implant users equipped with a new cochlear implant system.
When fast acting automatic gain controls work independently in a bilateral fitting, each
device react differently to the input amplitude. We here tested a CI system where the preprocessing accommodates the input dynamic range without fast automatic gain control
(AGC), protecting ILDs and potentially benefiting spatial hearing. Spatial hearing performance
was tested repeatedly during the first year postoperatively.
We measured sound localization by goal-directed head-orienting responses to filtered
noise bursts presented over a wide range in azimuth and elevation, and speech understanding
in spatially separated babble noise in four bilateral CI users at 3, 6 and 12 months after
implantation. The mean absolute horizontal localization error was 27 ± 4 deg and did not
improve over time. Responses in the bilateral condition were well predicted by those in the
left and right unilateral condition. The mean reaction time was 680 ms, significantly longer
than for normal-hearing controls (230 ms). The spatial release from masking was 5 ± 2 dB.
The considerable localization error and the long reaction times do not suggest benefit for
spatial hearing of a bilateral system without fast AGC, even after one year of device use.

Several studies have demonstrated advantages of bilateral versus unilateral cochlear
implantation in listeners with bilateral severe to profound hearing loss. However, it remains
unclear to what extent bilaterally implanted listeners have access to binaural cues, e.g.
accurate processing of interaural timing differences (ITDs) for low-frequency sounds (<1.5
kHz) and interaural level differences (ILDs) for high-frequencies (>3 kHz). In this study, we
tested 25 adult listeners, bilaterally implanted with MED-EL cochlear implant (CI) devices,
with and without fine-structure temporal processing (FSP) as encoding strategy in the lowfrequency channels. In order to assess whether the ability to process binaural cues was
affected by fine-structure processing, we performed psychophysical ILD and ITD sensitivity
measurements, and free-field sound-localization experiments. We compared the results of
bilaterally implanted listeners with FSP, with the results of CI users using devices without FSP.
All CI listeners demonstrated sensitivity to ILDs, but relatively poorly to ITD cues within the
physiological range. Although there was a large variability in performance, some bilateral CI
users showed remarkably good localization skills with the FSP coding strategy. Furthermore,
longer reaction times were registered by CI listeners when compared to normal-hearing
controls. We conclude that FSP encoding for bilateral CI-hearing may have provided some
beneficial fine-structure ITD processing for spatial hearing. Most CI listeners demonstrated
good ILD-based sound-localization performance. This supports the possibility of true
binaural integration in bilateral CI-listeners.
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CHAPTER 4
Bilateral cochlear-implant users and single-sided deaf listeners with a cochlear implant
(CI) are less effective at localizing sounds than normal-hearing listeners. This performance
gap is due to degradation of binaural and monaural sound-localization cues, caused by a
combination of device-related and patient-related issues. In this study we targeted the devicerelated issues by measuring sound-localization performance of 11 normal-hearing listeners,
listening to free-field stimuli processed by a real-time cochlear-implant vocoder. The use of a
real-time vocoder is a new approach, which enables testing in a free-field environment. For
the normal-hearing listening condition, all listeners accurately and precisely localized sounds
according to a linear stimulus-response relationship with an optimal gain and a minimal bias
both in the azimuth and elevation directions. In contrast, when listening with bilateral realtime vocoders, listeners tended to orient either to the left or to the right in azimuth, and
were unable to determine sound-source elevation. When listening with a normal-hearing ear
and a unilateral vocoder, localization was impoverished on the vocoder side, but improved
towards the normal-hearing side. Localization performance was also reflected by systematic
variations in reaction times across listening conditions. We conclude that perturbation of
interaural temporal cues, reduction of interaural level cues, and removal of spectral pinna
cues by the vocoder impairs sound localization. Listeners seem to ignore cues that were
made unreliable by the vocoder, leading to acute reweighting of available localization cues.
We discuss how current CI processors prevent CI users from localizing sounds in everyday
environments.

CHAPTER 5
It is assumed that interaural level and time differences and monaural spectral pinna cues for
sound localization are learned throughout life, so that normal-hearing listeners acquire and
maintain accurate and precise spatial hearing. However, those cues are heavily perturbed or
absent in the hearing impaired, and altered by restorative hearing devices. In this study, we
show that even with perturbed localization cues the brain learns to (re-)weigh the available
information into a spatial percept. We aimed to identify the underlying mechanisms by
comparing sound-localization performance of normal-hearing listeners, single-sided deaf,
and unilateral and bilateral cochlear implant users with each other, and with the performance
of artificial neural networks, trained to map acoustic measurements from each of the listener
groups onto speaker locations. The different localization patterns of the normal-hearing and
hearing-impaired listeners can be mimicked by the neural networks, from which we conclude
that spatial information is present even when binaural cues have been removed.
Although this information might be ambiguous (sound level) or have poor signalto-noise ratio (spectral pinna cues), it allows for some spatial hearing when trained to do
so. The different localization behaviors of each listener group suggest that humans learn to
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map and combine the impoverished acoustic information to spatial locations, even at an
adult age. Our experiments also indicate that, besides the long-term experience-dependent
effects, listeners (and networks) immediately use the remaining available cues when acute
monaural hearing is introduced.
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HOOFDSTUK 2
Ons doel in deze studie was de ontwikkeling van het ruimtelijk horen te evalueren bij
bilaterale gebruikers van een nieuw CI-systeem. Een CI-systeem is doorgaans uitgerust
met een snelwerkende automatische versterkingsregeling (AGC). Wanneer AGC’s in een
bilaterale aanpassing onafhankelijk van elkaar werken, reageert elk apparaat anders op de
ingangsamplitude bij een asymmetrisch aanbod. In deze studie hebben we een CI-systeem
getest waarbij het ingangsbereik aanpast wordt aan het elektrisch dynamisch bereik van
de patiënt zonder gebruik te maken van snelle AGC, waardoor ILD’s mogelijk beter worden
bewaard en het ruimtelijk gehoor verbeterd. In het eerste jaar na de operatie werd het
ruimtelijk horen herhaaldelijk getest.
We hebben de geluidslokalisatie getest door hoofdbewegingen richting de
waargenomen geluidsbron te meten in reactie op gefilterde ruisstoten, aangeboden over een
breed bereik in azimut en elevatie, en spraakverstaan met ruimtelijk gescheiden storende
spraak bij vier bilaterale CI-gebruikers op 3, 6 en 12 maanden na implantatie bepaald. De
gemiddelde absolute horizontale lokalisatiefout was 27 ± 4 graden en verbeterde niet in de
loop der tijd. Reacties in de bilaterale conditie bleken goed voorspelbaar door die gemeten
in de linker en rechter unilaterale conditie. De gemiddelde reactietijd was 680 ms, aanzienlijk
langer dan bij normaalhorenden (230 ms). De verbetering in het spraakverstaan vanwege
het ruimtelijk scheiden van signaal en ruis (spatial release from masking) bedroeg 5 ± 2 dB.
De aanzienlijke lokalisatiefout en de lange reactietijden suggereren geen voordeel voor het
ruimtelijk horen van een bilateraal systeem zonder snelle AGC, zelfs na een jaar gebruik van
het apparaat.

Verschillende studies hebben de voordelen aangetoond van bilaterale versus unilaterale
CI bij luisteraars met beiderzijds een ernstig tot zeer ernstig gehoorverlies. Het blijft
echter onduidelijk in hoeverre bilateraal geïmplanteerde luisteraars toegang hebben tot
binaurale cue’s, bijvoorbeeld door middel van een nauwkeurige verwerking van interaurale
tijdsverschillen (ITD's) voor laagfrequente geluiden (<1,5 kHz) en interaurale niveauverschillen
(ILD's) voor hoge frequenties (>3 kHz). In deze studie hebben we 25 volwassen luisteraars
getest, bilateraal geïmplanteerd met een MED-EL CI, waarvan een deel gebruik maakte
van de “FSP” coderingsstrategie die bedoeld is om temporele fijnstructuur over te dragen
in enkele laagfrequente kanalen. Om na te gaan of het vermogen om binaurale signalen te
verwerken beïnvloed werd door de FSP strategie, hebben we de gevoeligheid voor ILD en ITD
psychofysisch gemeten, en de geluidslokalisatie in het vrije-veld getest. Alle CI gebruikers
bleken gevoelig voor ILD's, maar relatief ongevoelig voor ITD’s binnen het fysiologische bereik.
Hoewel de prestaties sterk uiteenliepen, vertoonden sommige bilaterale gebruikers van de
FSP strategie opmerkelijk goede lokalisatievaardigheden. Over het algemeen werden voor
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CI-luisteraars langere reactietijden gevonden dan voor normaalhorenden. We concluderen
dat de FSP codering mogelijkerwijs een gunstig effect kan hebben op het gebruik van ITD’s
ter ondersteuning van het ruimtelijk horen. In deze studie toonden de meeste CI gebruikers
goede lokalisatievaardigheid op basis van ILD’s. Dit ondersteunt de mogelijkheid dat
bilaterale CI-luisteraars in staat zijn tot echte binaurale integratie.

HOOFDSTUK 4
Bilaterale gebruikers van cochleaire implantaten en enkelzijdige dove luisteraars met
een cochleair implantaat (CI) zijn minder effectief in het lokaliseren van geluiden dan
normaalhorende luisteraars. Dit verschil in mogelijkheden is te wijten aan de aantasting in
de apparatuur van binaurale en monoaurale aanwijzingen (cue’s) voor geluidslokalisatie, en
aan patiëntgerelateerde problemen. In deze studie richtten we ons op apparaatgerelateerde
problemen door het meten van geluidslokalisatie bij 11 normaalhorende luisteraars aan
wie in het vrije-veld geluiden werden aangeboden die real-time bewerkt werden met een
zogenaamde vocoder. De vocoder simuleerde de signaalbewerking door een CI-systeem.
Het gebruik van een real-time vocoder is een nieuwe aanpak, die het mogelijk maakte om
te testen in een vrije veldomgeving. In de normaalhorende luisterconditie, zonder vocoder,
waren alle luisteraars in staat geluiden accuraat en precies te lokaliseren resulterend in een
lineaire stimulus-respons relatie met een optimale “gain” (gevoeligheid) en een minimale
“bias” (systematische afwijking), zowel horizontaal (azimut) als verticaal (elevatie). Bij
gebruik van bilaterale real-time vocoders lokaliseerden de luisteraars daarentegen in azimut
slechts naar links of naar rechts zonder verder onderscheid (“lateralisatie”) en waren ze niet
in staat om de hoogte van de geluidsbron te bepalen. Bij het luisteren met een normaal
horend oor en een vocoder aan het andere oor was de lokalisatie aan de kant van de vocoder
nog steeds afwijkend, maar verbeterde deze aan de normaalhorende kant. Het effect van de
verschillende luistercondities op de nauwkeurigheid van lokalisatie werd ook teruggevonden
in de reactietijden. We concluderen dat de verstoring van interaurale temporele cue’s, de
verzwakking van interaurale niveau cue’s en het wegnemen van spectrale oorschelp (“pinna”)
cue’s door de vocoder de geluidslokalisatie schaadt. Luisteraars lijken cue’s te negeren die
onbetrouwbaar werden gemaakt door de vocoder, wat leidt tot een acute herweging van
de nog beschikbare lokalisatie cue’s. We bespreken hoe de huidige CI-processoren het CIgebruikers onmogelijk maken geluiden in alledaagse omgevingen nauwkeurig te lokaliseren.

HOOFDSTUK 5
Aangenomen wordt dat het gebruik van interaurale niveau- en tijdsverschillen en monospectrale pinna cue’s gedurende het hele leven wordt geleerd, waardoor normaalhorende
luisteraars een accuraat en precies ruimtelijk gehoor verwerven en behouden. Deze cue’s
zijn echter zwaar verstoord of zelfs afwezig voor slechthorenden en worden door de
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hoorapparatuur aangetast. In deze studie tonen we aan dat zelfs met verstoorde lokalisatie
cue’s de hersenen leren om de beschikbare informatie te (her)wegen in een ruimtelijke
waarneming. Het doel was de mechanismen te identificeren die ten grondslag liggen aan
de geluidslokalisatie door lokalisatiepatronen van normaalhorenden, enkelzijdige doven
en eenzijdige en bilaterale CI gebruikers met elkaar te vergelijken, en met de prestaties van
kunstmatige neurale netwerken die getraind werden om akoestische metingen voor elk
van de groepen luisteraars af te beelden op luidsprekerlocaties. Door op deze manier de
verschillende lokalisatiepatronen van de normaalhorende en slechthorende luisteraars na
te bootsen kunnen we concluderen dat ruimtelijke informatie aanwezig is, zelfs wanneer
binaurale cue’s zijn verwijderd.
Hoewel deze informatie dubbelzinnig kan zijn (geluidsniveau) of beperkt wordt door
een slechte signaal-ruisverhouding (spectrale pinna signalen), maakt het toch een zeker mate
van ruimtelijk horen mogelijk, na training. De verschillen tussen de lokalisatiepatronen van
de groepen luisteraars suggereren dat mensen kunnen leren om de verarmde akoestische
informatie te combineren en af te beelden op ruimtelijke locaties, zelfs op volwassen leeftijd.
Onze experimenten wijzen er ook op dat, naast de ervaringsafhankelijke lange termijn
effecten, luisteraars (en netwerken) onmiddellijk gebruik maken van de nog beschikbare
monaurale cue’s op het moment dat eenzijdig horen wordt opgelegd.
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CAPÍTULO 2
Nuestro objetivo en este estudio fue evaluar el potencial desarrollo de localización en usuarios
de implante coclear (IC) bilaterales equipados con un nuevo sistema. Cuando los controles
de ganancia automática (o AGC, dadas sus siglas en inglés) de acción rápida funcionan
independientemente en un formato bilateral, cada dispositivo controla la amplitud de
entrada de manera diferente. Aquí probamos un sistema de IC en el que el pre-procesamiento
se adapta al rango dinámico de entrada sin AGC rápido, protegiendo la diferencia interaural
de nivel (o ILD, dadas sus siglas en inglés) y, potencialmente, beneficiando la audición
espacial. El rendimiento de los usuarios de IC se estudió repetidamente durante el primer
año postoperatorio.
Medimos la localización del sonido grabando las respuestas de la orientación de la
cabeza a las fuentes sonoras presentadas en un amplio rango horizontal y vertical. También
se evaluó la comprensión del habla en ruido. Estas pruebas fueron realizadas en cuatro
usuarios de IC bilaterales a los 3, 6 y 12 meses después de la implantación. El promedio del
error de localización horizontal fue de 27 ± 4 grados y no mejoró con el tiempo. Los rangos
de respuestas de la condición bilateral se relacionaron con la condición de IC unilateral
izquierda y derecha. El tiempo de reacción promedio fue de 680 ms, significativamente más
largo que para los normoyentes (230 ms). Con el habla y el ruido espacialmente separados,
el beneficio fue de 5 ± 2 dB. El considerable error de localización y los largos tiempos de
reacción no han mostrado que un sistema bilateral sin AGC rápido ofrezcan beneficios en
audición espacial, incluso después de un año de uso del dispositivo.

Varios estudios han demostrado las ventajas de la implantación coclear bilateral frente a la
unilateral en oyentes con pérdida de audición bilateral de severa a profunda. Sin embargo,
no está completamente claro en qué medida los oyentes implantados bilateralmente tienen
acceso a señales binaurales, por ejemplo, el procesamiento preciso de las diferencias
interaurales de tiempo (o ITD, dadas sus siglas en inglés) para sonidos de baja frecuencia
(<1.5 kHz) y diferencias interaurales de nivel (ILD) para altas frecuencias (> 3 kHz). En este
estudio, evaluamos a 25 usuarios de IC implantados bilateralmente con dispositivos
de IC MED-EL, con y sin procesamiento temporal de estructura fina (FSP, ’fine structure
processing’) como estrategia de codificación en los canales de baja frecuencia. Con el fin
de evaluar el efecto de esta estrategia de codificación en la percepción binaural, realizamos
mediciones de sensibilidad de ITD e ILD, y experimentos de localización de sonido en campo
libre. Comparamos los resultados de oyentes implantados con FSP, con los resultados
de los usuarios sin FSP. Todos los oyentes de IC demostraron sensibilidad a las ILD, pero
relativamente pobre a las señales de ITD dentro del rango fisiológico. Aunque hubo una gran
variabilidad en el rendimiento, algunos usuarios de IC mostraron notables habilidades de
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localización con la estrategia de codificación FSP. Todos los oyentes de IC registraron tiempos
de reacción más largos en comparación con los normoyentes. En conclusión, la estrategia de
codificación FSP pudo haber proporcionado el procesamiento ITD necesario para la audición
espacial. La mayoría de los oyentes de IC demostraron un buen rendimiento de localización
de sonido basado en ILD. Esto apoya la posibilidad de una verdadera integración binaural en
los oyentes bilaterales de IC.

CAPÍTULO 4
Los usuarios de IC bilateral y los oyentes de hipoacusia unilateral con un IC tienen más
dificultades localizando sonidos que los normoyentes. Esta diferencia de rendimiento se debe
a la degradación de las señales binaurales y monoaurales de localización, relacionada a una
combinación de problemas del dispositivo y del paciente. En este estudio, investigamos los
problemas relacionados con el dispositivo mediante la medición de localización de sonidos
en 11 normoyentes, utilizando estímulos procesados por un vocoder de IC en tiempo real.
El uso de un vocoder en tiempo real es un nuevo método que permite realizar pruebas en
un entorno de campo libre. Todos los normoyentes localizaron los sonidos con precisión
mostrando una relación estímulo-respuesta lineal con una ganancia óptima y un sesgo
mínimo en el plano horizontal y vertical. En contraste, al escuchar con vocoders bilaterales
en tiempo real, las respuestas horizontales se agrupan sobre la izquierda o derecha, y sin
poder determinar la elevación de la fuente de sonido. Con un oído con audición normal y
un vocoder unilateral, se puede observan una mejor localización sobre el lado normoyentes
que sobre el lado del vocoder. El rendimiento de localización se reflejó sistemáticamente en
las variaciones en los tiempos de reacción en cada condición de escucha. Concluimos que la
perturbación de las señales interaurales de tiempo, la reducción de las señales interaurales
del nivel y la eliminación de las señales del pabellón espectral por el vocoder perjudica la
localización del sonido. Las perturbaciones del vocoder hace poco confiables las señales de
localización, lo que lleva a una reevaluación de las posibles señales disponibles. También
discutimos cómo los procesadores de IC actuales evitan que sus usuarios localicen sonidos
en entornos cotidianos.

CAPÍTULO 5
Se supone que las diferencias interaurales de nivel y tiempo, y las señales monoaurales
proporcionadas por pabellón auditivo para la localización del sonido se aprenden a lo
largo de la vida. De este modo, los normoyentes adquieren y mantienen una audición
espacial precisa. Sin embargo, estas señales se encuentran perturbadas o incluso ausentes
en personas con problemas de audición, y se ven aún más alteradas por los dispositivos
de ayuda auditiva. En este estudio mostramos que, incluso con señales de localización
perturbadas o débiles, el cerebro aprende a (re)ponderar la información disponible. El
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objetivo fue identificar los mecanismos subyacentes de localización mediante la comparación
de normoyentes, personas con hipoacusia unilateral y usuarios de implantes cocleares
unilaterales y bilaterales. Así también, modelamos y cotejamos el rendimiento de cada
grupo con el de redes neuronales artificiales. Las redes neuronales fueron diseñadas para
mapear la señal acústica (o eléctrica) de entrada de cada uno de los grupos en respuestas
espaciales de localización. Las redes han imitado los diferentes patrones de localización de
los normoyentes y de las personas con discapacidades auditivas, por lo que concluimos que
la información espacial se encuentra presente incluso cuando se han eliminado las señales
binaurales.
Aún cuando la información espacial es ambigua (nivel de sonido) o tiene una pobre
relación de señal-ruido (señales del pabellón auditivo), es posible la localización de sonidos
mediante entrenamiento. Los diferentes comportamientos de localización de cada grupo
de oyentes sugieren que los humanos aprenden a mapear y combinar información acústica
perturbada o ambigua en ubicaciones espaciales, incluso en una edad adulta. Nuestros
experimentos también indican que, además de los efectos dependientes de la experiencia a
largo plazo, los oyentes (y las redes) utilizan la información disponible de inmediato cuando
se impone una audición monoaural.
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Family is not an important thing. It’s everything. (Michael J. Fox)
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